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ADVERTISEMENT.

IT has been lamented that such imperfect

reports of the following Speech, which

is said to have made great impression,
C/J

c have hitherto appeared in the Public

Papers. It is for the purpose of pre-

serving its principal heads that I have

undertaken the task of editing it. My ma-

terials were derived from the collation of
cr>

the different Newspaper Reports, and an

ample copy taken in short-hand of the

whole debate on this interesting question.

Mr. MARSH having kindly consented to

revise it, I now venture to offer it as a

faithful statement of his reasonings, if not

of the language in which they were con-

veyed.

THE EDITOR.
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SPEECH,

Mr. MARSH spoke to the following effect :

Mr. Lushington,

I SHOULD have adhered to the prudent silence

on the subject of this clause, recommended to us

by the Noble Lord who has just sat down, had it

not been for the alarming exposition of it which has

been given by the Honourable Member* opposite.

He has fairly spoken out; and the natives of

India cannot mistake the meaning of the proposed

enactment. I am anxious, therefore, to offer my
feeble protest against it. It appears to me a

most portentous novelty in Indian legislation. In

all former modes of polity for the government

of India, the inviolability of the religious feelings

and customs of the natives was considered a sacred

and undisputed axiom. And although a resolution

* Mr. Wilberforce.
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was voted in 17Q3, that it was desirable to promote

their moral and religious improvement, it was a

mere abstract proposition, wholly inoperative, and

unembodied in any legislative shape ; and therefore

did not . disturb (as this enactment must do, if it

is not a mere dead letter) that wholesome policy,

which has hitherto preserved India to us, of ab-

staining from all interference with the religion of

its inhabitants. A departure from that policy will

shake our empire in that part of the world to its

centre. Not that there can be any danger of an

avowed or systematic departure from it; or that

on a sudden we should become so weak, or mad,

or fanatical, as to renounce all the wisdom which

history and experience and common sense have

imparted to us. But the real danger is this ; that

the actual attempt, by Parliamentary enactment, to

convert the natives of India ; and the mere suspicion

on their part, however wild and visionary, that

such schemes are in contemplation ; will -pro-

duce the same degree of mischief and disorder.

No man can dream, that such a project could

be soberly entertained, or deliberately discussed

in this H*>use. But it has unfortunately hap-

pened, that enough has been said to diffuse this

alarm in India: and the clause now inserted in
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the Bill, combined with certain resolutions and

speeches at public meetings, and the petitions which

cover the tables of both Houses of Parliament

(all of which, without any squeamish or affected

delicacy, profess the conversion of the natives of

India to be their object), are but little calculated

to dissipate or appease it. Here is at once the text

and the commentary; the doctrine, and its ex-

position.

It is true, Sir, that all this may be said to

proceed from the over-heated speculations of a

certain class of persons, who have worked them-

selves up to a diseased degree of enthusiasm

upon this subject. But my apprehensions are,

that the natives of India, contemplating the

matter through optics peculiar to themselves,

will not distinguish between the projects of these

gentlemen, and plans countenanced by the

authority, and intended to be effectuated by the

power of the State. For they are not only most

tremblingly sensitive to alarm on the subject of

their religion; but they are so little schooled in

our political usages, and the genius and form of

polity under which they have been nurtured are so

dissonant from the genius and frame of ours, that

they will not readily separate the acts and opinions
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of a large portion of the country acting permissivery

under the State from the authentic and solemn act

of the State itself. That which is permitted, they

will hastily infer to be sanctioned. The time,

the great legislative question now pending relative

to the renewal of the Company's Charter, will cor-

roborate this inference. What other conclusions

can they draw from the numerous meetings

convened for the avowed purpose of deliberating

about the means of converting and civilizing them ;

the petitions for the same objects from every

part of the country ; and, above all, the opinions

avowed by the Honourable Member, and urged

with all the ardour and zeal of his eloquence ;

opinions, of which it is the fundamental maxim,

that our subjects in the East are sunk in the grossest

ignorance and the lowest debasement of moral and

social character ?

In confirmation of the jealousy which must

be awakened amongst them by so extraordinary

a zeal for their conversion, comes this pre-

amble; evidently emanating from the petitions

on the table ;
framed to promote the prayer, con-

ceived in the spirit, and almost expressed in the

language of those addresses. And although it is

followed by a proviso,
"
that the authorities of the



"
local Governments respecting the intercourse of

"
Europeans with the interior, and the principles

" of the British Government, on which the natives

" of India have hitherto relied for the free exercise

"
of their religion, shall be inviolably maintained,"

it is plain, that such a proviso will be nugatory and

unavailing. The principle is violated, and then you

declare it inviolable. You determine that facilities

shall be afforded by law to the Missionaries who

are desirous of proceeding to India, with an affected

reservation of powers in the local Governments

to send them back ; without adverting to this

obvious consequence, that those powers, if not

wholly repealed, will be considerably impaired

by the licences granted them by law to go

out. For if the control, under which Missionaries

have-been heretofore permitted in India, was the

general power inherent in your Governments

abroad to send them home as unlicensed persons, is

it not pretty clear that such a control will be greatly

enfeebled by the licences antecedently granted them

at home ? Hitherto, if a Missionary misdemeaned

himself, the remedy was at hand. His commorancy

being under the connivance and permission of the

local Government, it was no longer connived at or

permitted. The nuisance was instantly abated.



But now, he will be enabled to set up his licence at

home against the revocation of it abroad ; the

sanction of the British Government against the

jurisdiction of the Colonial Governor. To be sure,

the local Governor, if he is determined to execute

his duty, must prevail in the controversy, and the

Missionary will be sent to England. But is there no

risk incurred of giving offence to those through

whose patronage or recommendation the Missionary

was sent out? Is not the very circumstance of

sending him back an implied censure on the dis-

cernment, or good sense, or vigilance of those who

permitted him to go out? Besides, it is a discre-

tion which must be exercised by the local Governor

at the hazard of drawing down on himself, at home,

the clamours and resentments of a body of per-

sons, who are every day acquiring fresh accessions

of influence and numbers ;
who are knit toge-

ther by the strongest sympathy which can unite,

and the closest confederacy that can bind a party of

men subsisting within the bosom of a community.

The slightest affront offered to any member of their

fraternity, vibrates as a blow to every one of them.

It demands no great effort of fancy to conceive the

spiritual denunciations with which every conventicle

will ring at the persecution of Brother Carey, or
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Brother Ringletaube, should the jurisdiction, which

is still nominally left to the local Governments over

the Missionaries, happen to visit those pious gentle-

men. So that, in effect, though not in form, that

control will be removed, certainly impaired ;
and

the Governments of India will be disarmed of

the means of coercing them, when their zeal

becomes licentious and dangerous. This, too,

in the veiy teeth of ample and unanswerable

documents now upon the table of this House,

which demonstrate that this control, even in

its fullest extent and vigour, was insuf-

ficient to repress the evil arising from the in-

creased number and unguarded conduct of

these persons. I refer to Lord Minto's Letter

from Calcutta, addressed to the Secret Com-

mittee of the Court of Directors, dated the

2d of November 1807- That letter states several

alarming instances of misguided and intemperate

zeal; and of low and scurrilous invective,

circulated in the native languages, against the

feelings, prejudices, and religions of the natives:

and it concludes with this impressive admoni-

tion :
" On a view of all the circumstances

"
stated in this despatch, your Committee will

te admit the expediency of adopting such measures
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(t
as your'wisdom' will suggest, for (he purpose of

"discouraging any accession to the number of

"
Missionaries actually employed under the pro-

"
tection of the British Government, in . the work

" of conversion." I will not shock the ears of

the House by reading any extracts from these

publications. They must be offensive to the moral

taste of every cultivated mind : and to the people

of that country they exhibit a picture of Chris-

tianity, by no means clothed in those alluring

colours, which can alone win over their hearts or

understandings; but displaying a fearful and

disheartening system of terrors, from which the

affrighted reason of man would gladly fly to the

most barbarous of superstitions for refuge and

consolation.

On what grounds, then, is it proposed to grant

these gentlemen the further facilities which are

claimed for them? Is it upon any recommendation

from those who are on the spot, in high stations

there ; and whose testimony ought to carry with it

no slight authority, not only as spectators of the

movements of the native mind, but personal wit-

nesses of the procedures and character of the

Missionaries ? Is any case of grievance, of hard-

ship, of persecution made out, which calls for any
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new provisions in their favour ? Quite the con-

trary. The Governor-General sends home a strong

complaint of their misconduct, with a solemn warn-

ing against any augmentation of their numbers.

So far from having been visited with persecution,

the tolerance they have so long enjoyed is not

withdrawn from them, even on the strongest proof

of their delinquency. The offensive publications

are suppressed, but the authors and circulators of

them are still permitted to exercise their callings in

India. Nay, the very clause which is now under

discussion, gives the Court of Directors, subject to

the control of the Board of Commissioners, the

general discretionary powers of licensing all per-

sons whatsoever to go out to India. The words of

the preamble, therefore, which are exclusively

applicable to persons going out for religious pur-

poses, are superfluous, with this evil belonging to

them ; that they indicate a deliberate intention, on

the part of the British Government, to send out

persons for the express object of proselytism and

conversion. ^ .

The Noble Lord*, indeed, tells us not to be,

alarmed, either at the undue increase of Mis-

* Lord Castlereagh.
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sionaries, or the kind and description of those,

who are likely to go out under the new provisions,

by reminding us of the salutary control, which the

Board of India Commissioners will have over their

appointment. I confess that my apprehensions

on this head would be put to rest, if the

Noble Earl
*
who now presides at that Board were

always to remain there, or if his successors were

necessarily to be influenced by his prudence and

good sense. No man is less infected than my
noble friend with the cant and fanaticism of the

day. No man is inspired with a more philosophi-

cal and dignified contempt of it. But here is the

inconvenience of making a law, which, to be bene-

ficial or noxious, depends on a personal discretion.

The law is permanent ; the discretion is transitory.

The Noble Earl's successor may have a different

set of opinions on this subject. He may be of the

new Evangelical school ; careless of the mischiefs

which may result from premature schemes of con-

verting the Hindoos ; or taught, by contemplating

only the end which is to be attained, to con-

sider those mischiefs as light and evanescent.

So far, therefore, from pursuing a cautious and

* Earl of Buckinghamshire.
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restrictive policy with regard to the Missiona-

ries, he may be of the number of those, who think

that the fulness of time is arrived for Hindoo con-

version ; and that every inspired cobler, or fanatical

tailor, who feels an inward call, has a kind of

apostolic right to assist in the spiritual siege, which

has been already begun, against the idolatries

and superstitions of that degraded and barbarous

country.

What rnan, that has rendered himself by study

or observation competent to pronounce upon the

subject, will not deprecate a provision so well

calculated from the time at which it is introduced,

and the explanations with which it is ushered in to

accelerate the calamities, which folly and fanaticism

have been long preparing for us in that country, and

of which all that we have experienced in the horrors

of Vellore may be considered only as the type and

forerunner ? The Noble Lordt himself does not

appear quite at ease as to the harmless or

beneficial quality of the measure. He has re-

peatedly suggested to us, with somewhat indeed

of paradox, but with great earnestness, that it

was a subject too delicate for debate, and too

important for deliberation. Hitherto, indeed,

t Lord Castlereagh.
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we had been in the habit of considering, that, in a

ratio to the delicacy or importance of a legislative

proposition, it became matter for grave delibe-

ration and anxious discussion. But with regard

to the policy of sending out an enactment which

may probably undermine an empire, the course is

to be inverted. We are required to enact a secret ;

to whisper a legislative provision ; and to convey

it clandestinely and without noise into the Statute

Book. This, I say, looks like somewhat of diffidence

in the Noble Lord as to the safety or propriety of the

measure. That which it is expedient to adopt, it

can never be unwise to discuss. But I know the em-

barrassments of the Noble Lord's situation. I know

that this measure must be considered to have been

rather wrung from his good-nature, than to be the

legitimate fruit of his understanding ; and that it

has been reluctantly conceded by way of compro-

mise, to brush off as it were the importunities

that have so long assailed him. However, as it will

be no easy matter to make a law affecting the

feelings, the rights, and the happiness of so many
millions of men, without letting them into the

secret ; I am disposed to suspect, that the enact-

ment, when it reaches India, will inspire the more

alarm, from the very mystery and concealment in
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which the noble Lord has endeavoured to envelope

it. I cannot therefore shrink from the discussion.

Reasoning only a priori, and with the total oblivion ^ &

and disregard of all facts (if those facts could be

forgotten or overlooked), I should entertain strong

apprehensions of this clause, from what I myself

know concerning the irritable feelings both of the

Hindoos and Mussulmauns,upon the subject of their

religions. But all a priori reasonings would be ab-

surd, with the fatal occurrences of Vellore, in 1 806,

staring us in the face, and preaching volumes of ad-

monition against the folly or rather the madness of

reviving an alarm in India, of which those occurrences

have bequeathed us such mournful illustrations.

It is a transaction which has been much misunder-

stood. It was a religious mutiny, in the strictest

sense of the expression. It originated from a

belief artfully instilled by the emissaries of

the
* Mussulmaun Princes into the minds of

the Seapoys, that the British Government in-

tended to convert them gradually to Christianity.

If any one affects to doubt concerning the origin to

which I have traced it, let him read Lord William

Bentinck's proclamation of the 3d of December

*
They were confined in the fortress of Vellore.
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following, nearly six months after the mutiny ;

an interval which had been employed in a minute

and accurate investigation into the causes which

led to it. The fact is distinctly stated in that

paper. It was issued by the Government of

Madras, to dispel the apprehensions which had

worked up the native mind to that dreadful carnage.

That proclamation is among the papers on your table.

There is also among the same papers, the recorded

opinion of Lord Minto, given nearly two years after-

wards, of the same tenor, and deduced from the

same materials. I know it has been the fashion

amongst some reasoners to narrow the causes of this

event to the injudicious orders, which had been issued

about that time, respecting the shape of the turban,

and prohibiting the distinctive marks of caste on

parade. But they confoundwhat in human affairs are

so frequentlwunconnected and disjoined ; I mean,

the cause and the occasion. The cause ivas in the

inherent and fixed antipathy of the natives to any

change of their religion. The occasion was, the pro-

posed alteration in their dress, with the prohibitions

against wearing their marks of caste ; which unhappily

furnished a powerful topic to awaken and inflame

that antipathy, to those who, being implacably ad-

verse to the British authority, were naturally eager
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to seize every opportunity of seducing the native

soldiery into their own schemes of alienation and

resistance. The orders, though highly obnoxious,

would under other circumstances have been sub-

mitted to. Similar orders had been cheerfully

obeyed, because they had been unconnected with

any religious purpose. In truth, much unmerited

obloquy has been thrown on a most gallant and

honourable officer, now holding a high colonial

station, (Sir John Cradock,) for having issued those

orders. But it is a justice due to my highly-valued

friend, to state, that he had satisfied himself, by the

reports of the most experienced official men, that

those orders were not at variance with the feelings

and prejudices of the natives ; and these reports

were confirmed by the testimony of some of

the oldest native officers, and the opinions of

Brahmin and Mahommedan doctors. We must

therefore look to the specific circumstances which

made the orders in question offensive. They were

these. The seapoys were taught to consider them

as exterior signs of that gradual conversion to

Christianity, which other circumstances had given

them reason to suspect was meditated by the

British Government. Unfortunately, those circum-

stances were of a kind most likely to strengthen this
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misconception: for it did happen, that, for some time

before the massacre of Vellore, an unusual degree

of countenance had been shewn to the various Mis-

sionaries who had insinuated themselves into India.

They had been permitted to circulate, with extra-

ordinary industiy, in different parts of the Carnatic,

translations of the Scriptures into the native lan-

guages ; and had exerted much inconsiderate zeal in

the commentaries and expositions which accom-

panied them. The ecclesiastics, too, at the principal

Presidencies happened at this time to be of the Evan-

gelical school ; Mr. Buchanan at Calcutta, and

Doctor Kerr at Madras. These gentlemen were

zealous patrons of the Sectarian Missionaries. Of

course, these persons, thus patronised and caressed,

sent home
.
accounts of the flattering reception

they had met with. Those accounts induced the

Societies in Europe to send out fresh exportations.

The indiscreet activity of these persons, and their

increased numbers, confirmed the suspicions which

had been infused into the minds of the Seapoys con-

cerning the late innovations in their dress. The result

was, that dreadful massacre to which it is impossible

to look back without trembling. If it is imagined

that the plot, which broke out, indeed, only at Vel-

lore, was confined to that garrison, the matter
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is much under-rated. It was to have been a gene*

ral rising on the same day at every principal station

in the Peninsula : Nundydroog, Cannanore, Quilon,

and even at Madras. And had it not been pre-

maturely executed about a week before the appointed

day (in consequence of information given by a na-

tive officer, which however was not regarded, but

the informer actually confined as a madman), the

British name would now have been a mere matter

of history in India.

Is it possible, that this House will go off into
c

such a fit of absurdity and fanaticism, or be visited

with so fatal a fatuity, as not to keep so awful ai;

event before them, in the grave discussion of mat-

ters .

affecting the religion of that country ? That

event has interposed the warning of sobriety and

wisdom to this headlong, precipitate, busy, med-

dling, gossipping, officious, interference with mat-

ters, which the laws of God and Nature have placed

beyond our jurisdiction. What is the lesson it

has left . us ? Why, that our subjects in India, im-

moveably passive under our political domination,

are wakefully sensitive to all attempts at a religious

one ; that while they are upholding our empire by

the steady and willing services of a patient and

unwearied attachment, there are still limits to their
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allegiance, however firm and enduring, in those

unconquerable feelings, and unbending habits, which

bind them, as by links of adamant, to the religion

and laws of their country. Surely, Sir, we need

not the acting over again of that dreadful drama,

to be taught, that all attempts on their religion,

however cautiously and covertly made, must not

only be unavailing, but calamitous; and if the

change in the shape of a turban, or the temporary

disuse of the marks on their forehead, drove that

most passive and obedient soldiery into the bloody

revolt of Vellore, what may we not dread from

grave discussions at meetings convened for the

avowed purposes of converting them ; those purposes

avowed in petitions from every town in England, and

countenanced by a large portion of the Legislature

of Great Britain, while the great question relative

to the civil and political administration of. that

country is still under its deliberation ? If the

atrocities of Vellore were prompted by unfounded

suspicions, or causeless jealousies, I fear, should

that dreadful scene be again acted, we shall be

deprived even of that consolation: for we are

now administering to their religious fears, some-

thing more than mere pretexts to feed on. I feel,

therefore, most unaffected apprehensions on this
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subject; so much, that if my Honourable friend

(Sir Thomas Sutton) had not moved his amend-

ment, I should have proposed a clause of a very

opposite character from the Noble Lord's ; prohi-

bitory, instead of permissive, of the ingress of

Missionaries into India; and accompanied with

a solemn declaration, that the inviolability of the

religion of the natives ought to be the basis of

whatever political system it may be expedient to

provide for them.

It is by this policy that India has hitherto been

governed. The Court of Directors, I trust, are not

unmindful, that it is the only policy, which can keep

the native mind tranquil. Were they not so, with

the ample communications they have had from

India on this most delicate subject, they would

exhibit a memorable proof of their unfitness for

any share in its government. It would be their

own attestation to their own incompetency. But

is there not already a most fatal oblivion of that

policy ? The opinions of more than one member

of that Board who scarcely lag behind the wildest

enthusiasts in the great work of conversion, have

filled me with apprehension. They are omens

of the most alarming kind. They convince me,

that the powers granted by this clause will be most

c 2
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unsparingly exercised. But should that not be

the consequence, those opinions will corroborate

the fears already prevalent amongst the natives,

who have so long and habitually contemplated the

Court of Directors as the chief depositary of their

interests, and the organ in which the political

power of Great Britain in India chiefly resides.

Mr. Cowper, in his evidence, furnished us with

a most important aphorism, when he told us, that

" an expression of the most distant recom-

" mendation on the part of persons in power, is

te
received by the Hindoos and Mussulmans as a

" kind of order."

When I see, therefore, that this spirit of religious

enthusiasm, which has so long been at work amongst

ourselves, is likely to be let loose on a people not

more disjoined from us by their customs and pre-

judices, than by the ocean that divides us ; and that

ultimate success is problematical, while intermediate

mischief is inevitable ; it can be no difficult matter

to find out the genuine deductions of duty and

reason and common sense. And are these deduc-

tions overturned by setting up
*
the general, vague,

indefinite duty of imparting the Christian religion

to every country and people, whom the mysterious

* Mr. W. Smith.

/



ordinances of Heaven have hitherto deprived of

it? For, as all human duties lie within certain

lines of expediency and practicability, it is plain, that

the alleged duty is destroyed and negatived by the

inexpediency and danger of bringing it into action.

In these cases, then, it is our business first to

inquire, Whether morality and right reason pre-

scribe any, and what mode of action ; or (which is

a still more important question) impose on us the

obligation of acting at all? Whether, to put it

into a form more developed and precise, the alleged

duty of acting is not overpowered by the opposite

and antagonist duty of not acting at all ? For it

would be absurd, in any problem of civil or moral

duty, to shut from our contemplation the proba-

bilities of success or failure. It would be worse

than absurd to overlook the dangers of the ex-

periment; and of an experiment, which, in this

instance, is to be tried on a machine so delicate,

so complex, and so easily deranged as our empire

in India. This appears to me the point we are to

decide
; remembering at the same time, that the

Hindoo religion is not only to be overthrown, but

the Christian planted: and taking care to discover,

whether we may not eradicate the religion of India

without advancing at all nearer to the establishment

of our own : and in so doing, get rid of a system
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which is beneficial to a certain extent, without

being able at last to replace it with a better. The

faintest probability of our stopping short of the full

accomplishment of our project, of preaching down

the Hindoo religion (the first step only in the

process), and getting no further, ought of itself

to make us wary and cautious in undertaking

it. Neither reason nor history tells us, that the

adoption of a new religion is a necessary consequence

of the abdication of the old. It is one thing to

dispel the charm that binds mankind to established

habits and antient obligations ; and another, to

win them over to the discipline of new institutions,,

and the authority of new doctrines. In that dread-

ful interval, that dreary void, where the mind is

left to wander and grope its way without the props

that have hitherto supported, or the lights that

hitherto guided it, what are the chances, that they

will discern the beauties, or submit to the restraints

of the religion, you propose to give them? What then

will have been done ? You will have extinguished

a system, which, with all its demerits, has been the

very foundation of your empire in India. You will

have destroyed that peculiarity of national character,

that singular contexture of moral properties, which

has given you an immense territory, an immense

revenue, and sixty millions of subjects ; while you
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will have done nothing more towards the realization

of your own schemes, than the destruction of

those institutions, that have for ages kept^the vices

and passions which overrun the Western world from

that favoured country. Such may be one result of

our experiment. The Missionaries, it seems, from

the papers on the table, have begun at this end of the

project. Their efforts have been directed to the pious

object of disgusting the natives with their religion,

their laws, their customs, and every thing that is

venerable and authoritative amongst them.

There is no controversy about ends. No man

can be more unaffectedly solicitous than myself for

the diffusion of Christianity. I should be undeserv-

ing of an audience in a Christian assembly, were I

cold or indifferent to its blessings. But there are

questions, desirable as it may be to infuse Chris-

tianity into India, which will give pause to delibe-

rate minds in attempting it. Have I the means of

accomplishing my purpose ? If I have not, will not

the mere attempt be attended with calamities, that

constitute an opposite duty to abstain from it ? Not

that this is the sort of reasoning which will go down

with those who are so hotly engaged in the work

of conversion ; and who (such is the nature and

character of all religious enthusiasm) are little likely
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to be startled or appalled by the difficulties they

will have to encounter, or the miseries they may

produce, in the glorious object of making sixty

millions of men Baptists or Anabaptists. But,

seeing the dangers, and difficulties, and suffering,

that must result from the experiment, the conversion

of that immense population seems, for the pre-

sent at least, out of the course of things. It is only

through the circumstances that surround him, that

Providence deigns to confer with man- For as

Providence condescends to act by human instru-

ments and human agencies, it can be no impiety in

us, who can calculate only on the efficacy of human

means as applied to human objects, to pronounce

a purpose discountenanced by so many impe-

diments, and exposed to so many evils, to be

out of his destinations. The power of working

miracles is not assumed. The conversion of In-

dostan by an instantaneous effusion of grace is not

expected. Force is disclaimed. Not that there is

any great magnanimity in disclaiming force ;

since no force could be effectually applied to an

object so incommensurate with all physical means

of obtaining it. If, therefore, it is probable that

the mere attempt, though unaccompanied with

force, will be both abortive and mischievous, I
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confess that my understanding is driven into this

inference (no doubt a gloomy one), that the mere

attempt ought to be discountenanced.

It seems no easy matter, however, to persuade

Gentlemen of the impracticability of their project;

and having, by some rapid process of reasoning,

made up their minds to its practicability, they seem

to laugh at its dangers. But they are ignorant of

the very elements of their experiment; of the raw

material they have to work upon ; in one word, of

the Hindoo mind and character. They appear

never to have reflected, that this artificial being,

moulded and fashioned, I had almost said created,

by his religious institutions, (and all his institutions

are religious ones,) is distinguished by properties,

that give him no affinity to the proselytes who

crowd their tabernacles and conventicles. They

apply to this most singular people the same

reasonings that are applicable to mankind in

general ; wholly unmindful of that deep colour

of character which has divided them, almost since

the foundation of the earth, from the common

family of the world. For the same peculiarity

which the philosophical Historian attributed to the

antient Germans, might with equal truth be attri-

buted to the Hindoos :
"
Propriam atque synceram,
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et tantum sui similem gentem" Rendering there-

fore full homage, as I am disposed to do, to the

purity and benevolence of the motives which actuate

the advocates for conversion, I am convinced, that

had they been sufficiently skilled in the genius and

moral constitution of the Hindoos to appretiate

the temporal misery which every Hindoo convert

must suffer, their humanity would long ago have

taken the alarm, and probably dissuaded them from

the further prosecution of their scheme. Can it be

necessary then to remind them of the stupendous

moral effects produced in that countiy by the divi-

sion of castes ? The loss of caste is the immediate

consequence of conversion ; and it is the most

dreadful ill with which an Hindoo can be visited.

It throws upon him every variety of wretchedness.

It extinguishes all the wholesome charities and

kindly affections. His very kindred desert him.

It becomes an abomination to eat with him, or even

to speak to him. The hand is accursed that

ministers to him. All mankind fly from him, as

from an infection. His only refuge from this

overwhelming force of misery is death ; a solitary,

friendless, uncomforted death, amid the scoffs, and

scorn, and revilings of his species. I am drawing

no 'fancied picture. The reports of the Missiona-
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ries themselves have given more than one instance

of it. The very few converts, whom they have

made among those who are entitled to the privilege

of caste, have endured all this : a circumstance that

will account satisfactorily, I should think, for this

most curious and important fact ; that amongst

persons of caste, that is, amongst those who essen-

tially are and alone ought to be denominated Hin-

doos, they have hardly made any converts at all.

The great mass of their proselytes, scarcely exceed-

ing eighty in seven years, are drawn from the

Chandalahs, or Pariars, or out-casts ; a portion -of

the population who are shut out from the Hindoo

religion, and who, being condemned to the lowest

poverty and the most sordid occupations, are glad

to procure, by what the Missionaries call conversion,

whatever pittance they are enabled to dole out for

their subsistence. As to the Church of Syrian

Christians, which has so long subsisted in the pro-

vince of Travancore, let us be on our guard against

the ingenuity with which it is made to form a part of

the argument. They are not descendants from the

original inhabitants of Hindostan ;
of course, there-

fore, they can never be said, in fairness, to have been

converted from the Hindoo religion to Christianity.

They are the remnant of a Church planted there
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in the early ages of Christianity ; where they have

remained, without any material increase of numbers,

from their primitive institution ; tolerated and de-

spised by the successive Rajahs. They are an inde-

pendent community amongst themselves ; and are

not only too narrowly watched to make converts ;

but, I believe, from the influence of mutual habi-

tudes and intercourses between them and the

community in the bosom of which they are per-

mitted to reside, wholly indisposed to molest them

by any unseasonable or indiscreet attack on their

feelings or prejudices.

This division of caste has always erected an in-

vincible barrier to the proselytism of the Hindoos.

A Gentoo considers the privileges of his caste as

exclusive and incommunicable. It is this that im-

parts to him the highest prerogatives of his nature.

Man is not separated by a wider discrimination from

the inferior world, than that which the pride and

dignity of caste have interposed in that country be-

tween the several orders of mankind. He acquires

a class of emotions incident to the character that

elevates him. He breathes, as it were, a more

etherial element. Taught to revere himself by the

same standard which secures to him the esteem

and reverence of others, he considers the loss, or
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even the pollution and degradation of his caste, as

evils worse than death. The same feelings descend

through each successive gradation ; each caste cul-

tivating the same spirit of an exclusive character :

all of them united in one common sentiment of

contempt of the Pariars, or out-casts, amongst whom

they class the Christian Missionary and his convert ;

the Pastor and his disciple. Some new power,

therefore, hitherto undiscovered in the moral world,

and equivalent to that which the old philosopher

required in the physical, will be requisite to pull

down this consolidated fabric of pride and super-

stition, which has stood, unmoved and undecaying,

the sudden shock of so many revolutions, and the

silent lapse of so many ages. If you begin with

one caste, you have to fight in another against the

same host of feelings, motives, and affections, which

render place and homage and distinction despotic

over the heart of man. Your struggles are only be-

gun when you have converted one caste. They are

perpetually to be renewed. Never, never, will the

scheme of Hindoo conversion be realized, till you

persuade an immense population to suffer, by whole

tribes, the severest martyrdoms that have yet been

sustained for the sake of religion; to tear them-

selves from every habit that sways in the human
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bosom ; from the sweets of social communion; the

ties of friendship; the charities of -kindred
; from

all that life contains to support or adorn it; and all

this to embrace a new religion proffered them by

polluted hands ; a religion on the threshold and in the

very vestibule of which are planted all the appalling

forms of penury, contempt, scorn, and despair:

Vestibulum ante ipsura

Luctus et ultrices posuere cubilia corse,

JEt raetus et male-suada fames, et turpis egestas.

And are the Missionaries, whom this Bill is to let

loose upon India, fit engines to accomplish the

greatest revolution that has yet taken place in the

history of the world? With what weapons will

they descend into the contest with the acute, intel-

ligent Hindoo, prepared to defend his religion by

reasonings drawn from the resources of a keen

and enlightened casuistry, and wielded with all the

vigour of a sharp and exercised intellect ? Will

these people, crawling from the holes and caverns

of their original destinations, apostates from the

loom and the anvil, and renegades from the lowest

handicraft employments, be a match for the cool

and sedate controversies they will have to encounter,

should the Brahmins condescend to enter into the

arena against the maimed and crippled gladiators
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that presume to grapple with their faith ? What

can be apprehended but the disgrace and discom-

fiture of whole hosts of tub-preachers in the

conflict ? And will this advance us one inch nearer

our object? ^ \

In whatever aspect I view the question, the

impracticability of converting India by such means

to Christianity looks me in the face. The advo-

cates for the scheme have scarcely favoured us

with one argument, that shews it to be practi-

cable. In some of the papers, however, published

by the Baptists, there appears a faint historical

analogy, from which they infer the probability of

success ; and a learned and Honourable Gentleman

near me* put it in the shape of an interrogatory

to one of the witnesses at the bar. He asked

Mr. Graham,
" Whether the natives of India were

more attached to their superstition, or more under

the influence of the Brahmins, than our ancestors in

this island were to their superstitions under the influ-

ence of the Druids ?
" The witness, it may be recol-

lected, very modestly declined speaking of the Druids

from his own personal knowledge; but expressed

himself pretty strongly as to the folly and danger

Mr. Stephen.
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of interfering with the religion of India. Does

the learned and Honourable Gentleman think that

there is the slightest analogy between the two

religions ? The religion of the Druids was extir-

pated from this island by the antient Romans,

because its institutions were too intractable and

unyielding, to give them quiet possession of their

conquest. But it was not extirpated till their

priests were slaughtered, their sacred groves and

temples destroyed, and their population ravaged,

with every species of bloody and ferocious violence.

I advert to the finishing stroke given to that reli-

gion in Britain, under Suetonius Paulinus. To

make the analogy, however, at all an approximation

to an argument, the Honourable Member is bound

also to contend, that the Roman procedure towards

the Druids is to be followed as a precedent by us

with regard to the Hindoos. The Honourable

Member's humanity starts at the suggestion. Why,

then, fhe argument drawn from the analogy is

destroyed. But whatever points of resemblance

there may be between the two religions, they will

be found to furnish an argument against our inter-

ference with that of the Hindoos. Those points

of resemblance are these : the exclusive character

common to both; the domination of the priest-
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hood ; the indissoluble and adamantine strength

with which the soul and all its faculties were

bound to the Druidical, as they are now to the

Brahminical system ;
the jealousy, with which the

Druids once preserved, and the Hindoos still pre-

serve, the inviolability of their faith. Why then, if

the civilized conquerors of antient Europe, deeming

it expedient to get rid of the Druidical superstition,

and not, as it may be presumed, ignorant of the

most efficacious means of effecting it, found that

there was no other mode but extirpation, the

matter is settled. The means of extirpating the

Hindoo religion are not in our hands
; extirpation

is out of the question ;
and we must endure the

evil. But here the resemblance stops. The points

in which these religions differ, will supply much

stronger illustrations
(if they were wanted) of the

danger and folly of interfering with that of the

Hindoos. The superstition of the Druids inspired

a spirit of resistance to the civil and military yoke

of their conquerors. That of the Hindoos makes

them the passive, unresisting subjects of theirs. It

is of the very essence and nature of the Hindoo

religion to extinguish and subdue the spirit of civil

resistance. Accordingly, the natives of Hindostan

have borne with the most unrepijiing acquiescence

B
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from their Patan, Tartar, andMahommedan invaders,

every shape and mode and alternation of oppression,

But neither the Tartar nor the Mahommedan sword

^ could subdue their religion.

Well then, let us survey the ground we occupy,

before we advance further. We have a mighty

empire in India, from which a great revenue has

hitherto been derived, and an exuberant tide of

wealth may hereafter flow in upon us
;
a civil and

a military government cheerfully and quietly obeyed

by many millions of its inhabitants, disciplined and

nurtured to that obedience by the peculiar genius

and character of the religion we are anxious to

destroy. It is required of us, in defiance of all

that experience and reason have taught us, that we

should throw away what we have acquired, or at

least incur the hazard of losing it, in order to erect

a spiritual ascendancy on the ruins of our political

dominion. Such, also, are the inconsistencies and

contradictions that beset us in this extraordinary

discussion, that the very Gentlemen*, who are the

mo,st eager for this Evangelical project, alarmed at

the perils that threaten their exclusive privileges,

and in defence of those privileges imploring us

* Mr. Grant, and Mr. Thornton.
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jealously to shut the door of India, even on those

who, being invited thither by commercial enterprize,

must have an obvious interest in carrying on a

quiet, prudent, and conciliatory intercourse with the

natives feel no scruple to tell us, that there is

no danger in opening every port to swarms of

Missionaries, and hosts of fanatics ; men, whose

nature and character it is, to consider them-

selves absolved from, all human restraints, and

free from all human motives, in effecting the

objects of their calling. Nay, the same rea-

soners, while they would convince us that so

fixed and immutable are the prejudices and cus-

toms of our subjects in the East, that it is absurd

to expect that they will consume our woollen

cloths and hard-ware manufactures, have no com-

punction, in the same breath, to contend that those

prejudices and customs, fixed and immutable as

they are, would by no means impede the reception

of the coarsest texture of theology, that can be

dealt out from the shops of the Anabaptists, or

woven in the loom of their fevered and fanatic

fancies. It is in vain to tell them, that every

European throat will be cut, if the Missio-

naries are encouraged, and the attempt at conver-

sion persisted in. The answer is These are
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ridiculous fears ; bugbears (to use the * Honourable

Member's pbrase) tbat haunt the imaginations of

that part of the House, who, having been in India,

are the least competent to pronounce on the sub-

ject. It savours indeed somewhat of paradox,

that we should be disqualified from bearing testi-

mony by the only circumstance that can entitle us

to credence. It is our fate, however, to hear things

pushed still nearer to the brink of absurdity. For

the Honourable Gentleman, to shew that no danger

is to be apprehended from Missionaries, assures us

that they have carried their zeal so far, as to pub-

lish and circulate the most indecent attacks upon

the customs and opinions of the natives, and that

no commotion has yet followed: a fact which

suggests a strong argument for recalling those who

are now in India, or preventing any more from

going out ; but which is not quite so clear in favour

of granting them fresh facilities. The fact itself, how-

ever, is questionable. The conduct of the Missio-

naries has already excited much disquietude amongst

the natives. The papers on the table, particularly the

letters from the Bengal Government, shew it. But

had they been wholly passive and silent, whilst these

* Mr. Wilberforce.
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persons were reviling their institutions, would it be

good reasoning to suppose, that there was no point

of endurance beyond which they would cease to be

the contemptuous witnessess only of the folly and

phrenzy of the Missionaries ? It is comparatively

but yesterday that we became the dominant power

in that country. When we had no political ascen-

dancy there, they were not alarmed at the pro-

spect of a religious one. It is not so, now. Every

other power in India has been gradually absorbed

into our own. They can bear that. They are

unmoved spectators of your rapid strides to terri-

torial conquest and political power. But when,

with all this territorial influence and political power,

you begin to make laws, and preach parliamentary

sermons about their religion, they will begin to

connect your politics and your religion together,

and endeavour to shake off the one, to secure them-

selves from the other. * s

What matters all this to a finished and graduated

doctor in the new Evangelical academies ? He is not

disturbed by the prospect of a little mischief. The

end sanctifies the means. The people of India are

sunk into such gross heathenism ; their superstitions

are so brutal ; their national character is such a cdm*-

found of fraud, falsehood, perjury, cunning, arid I
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know notwhat vices, that the duty of converting them

takes the lead of every other in importance, and is in-

fluenced neither by those times, seasons, or opportu-

nities which regulate and controul the other duties of

life. Such is the senseless cant of the day. I have no

scruple in saying, that this cant is founded on the

falsest assumptions . I say nothing of the total want of

philosophical precision in comprehending the mixed

character of an immense population covering an

immense territory within the terms of one general

national description. But this I will say ; that if

such is our opinion of our fellow subjects in India,

we are unfit to govern them. It is a mischievous

hypothesis, corrupting the very fountains of pure

and beneficent administration. Hatred and con-

tempt for those whom you govern, must, in the very

nature of things, convert your government into a

stern and savage oppression. On the other hand,

a favourable estimate of the character of this very

people (it is a striking passage in their history)

softened even the rugged features of a Mahommedan

government into a paternal and protecting policy.

The Emperor Akber, a name dear to Oriental stu-

dents, under the influence of an enlightened vizier

(Abulfazel) who had learned to form a correct

estimate of the Hindoo virtues, governed them, as
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we are told, with such equity and moderation as to

deserve and obtain the title, which has alone trans-

mitted his memory to posterity, of "guardian of

mankind." ^ -

I hope therefore that I heard not aright, when an

Honourable Member* discoursed of the Hindoos as

a people destitute of civilization, and degraded in the

scale of human intellect. Is it possible that such

things can be imagined ? Whence has the Honourable

Member, whose learning in their customs and history

I am bound by the courtesy of the House not to call

in question, whence has he derived this theory of their

moral and intellectual inferiority ? Is it in the re-

mains to be traced through that vast continent, of

a system of law and polity, which shews them to

have been a people abounding in all the arts which

embellish life, and all the institutions which up-

hold it, from an sera long before the dawn of our

most venerable establishments, and before the pri-

maeval silence of our forests had been broken by the

voice ofman ; professing also the great principles of

natural theology, the providence of God, and the

future rewards of virtue, before our ancestors had

arrived at the rudest elements of a religion ? Is it,

* Mr. W. Smith.
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in that habitual government of the passions, that

absolute subjugation of the will to the reason, which

would shame the Stoic doctrine, and falls little

short of that purity and perfection of the Christian

discipline which the best of us rather hopes, than ex-

pects to attain ? Indeed, when I turn my eyes either

to the present condition or antient grandeur of

that country; when I contemplate the magnifi-

cence of her structures ; her spacious reservoirs

constructed at an immense expence, pouring

fertility and plenty over the land, the monu-

ments of a benevolence expanding its cares over

remote ages ; when I survey the solid and em-

bellished architecture of her temples ; the elaborate

and exquisite skill of her manufactures and fabrics ;

her literature, sacred and profane; her gaudy and

enamelled poetry, on which a wild and prodigal fancy

has lavished all its opulence : when I turn to her phi-

losophers, lawyers, and moralists, who have left the

oracles of political and ethical wisdom, to restrain the

passions and to awe the vices which disturb the com-

monwealth ; when I look at the peaceful and harmo-

nious alliances of families, guarded and secured by

the household virtues ; when I see amongst a cheer-

ful and well-ordered society the benignant and soften-

ing influences of religion and morality ; a system of
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manners, founded on a mild and polished obeisance,

and preserving the surface of social life smooth

and unruffled; I cannot hear without surprise,

mingled with horror, of sending out Baptists and \

Anabaptists to civilize or convert such a people, at

the hazard of disturbing or deforming institutions,

which appear to have hitherto been the means

ordained by Providence of making them virtuous

and happy.

Where is the evidence to support the bill of >U$

indictment which the Honourable Member has

drawn up against the natives of India ? Here we

are, as usual, treated with general and unmeaning

invective. But it seems, that the Hindoos are

addicted to perjury ; and Sir James Mackintosh is

cited as an authority, because he lamented, in pretty

strong language, the prevalence of judicial perjury,

from the numerous instances of it which fell under

his own observation, as Judge of the Recorder's Court

at Bombay, a jurisdiction, by the bye, scarcely

exceeding five miles. And whatjudge in this country

has not made the same complaint ? But is this a

fair sample of the national character of Hindostan ?

Is it a rational ground upon which criminal judg-

ment ought to be pronounced on the aggregate

population of that vast territory ? What would be
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thought of that reasoner on the manners and moral

qualities of the people of Great Britain, who, hap-

pening to be present at the trial of a horse-cause

at Nisi Prius, and hearing twenty witnesses swear-

ing flatly to the soundness and perfection of the

animal when he was sold, and as many on the other

side swearing that he was spavined or wind-galled

and a mass of defects, should jump into the con-

clusion, that perjury was the general characteristic

of her enlightened and cultivated inhabitants ? Is it

candid, or just, or correct, to dip your hands into

the feculence and pollution of a great empire for a

specimen of its general character ? The Hindoos,

like every mixed portion of mankind, are infected

with the great and lesser vices, which disfi-

gure human society: fraud, theft, perjury, and

the other offences, which it is the province of

law and police to keep down. But is that enough

for the Honourable Gentlemen, who are so intent

on the conversion of the Hindoos ? Will that

chequered state of virtue and crime, which with

different modifications is the moral condition of

every civilized nation, authorise a wild and visionary

attempt to pull down antient establishments which

have struck their root deep into the hearts and affec-

tions of a people ? At any rate, these revolutionary
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thrown upon them. They are bound to prove that

the people, whose habits, laws, and religion they

are about to break up, is so far depressed beneath

our own level in morals and civilization ; so bru-

talized by their superstitions ;
so regardless of that

universal law of nature which holds together the

common confederation of man ; so loose from the

yoke of manners, and the restraints of moral disci-

pline, and, by consequence, incapable of holding

those relations which pre-suppose and require some

progress in culture and refinement ;
in one word,

is in so helpless and savage a condition, as to con-

stitute it a duty on our part to give them a religion,

in order to raise them to an equality with the species

to which they nominally belong.

But these are reasonings, which however ap-
'

\

plicable to the savages that roam along the

river Niger, or the Caffres and Hottentots who

people the south of that continent, are not

quite so applicable to the natives of India.

They, Sir, are under the guidance of a religious

system, favourable in the main to morality and

right conduct ; mixed indeed with superstitions

which dishonour, and absurdities which deform it ;

but many of which are already worn out ; and many
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will hereafter give way to more enlightened habits

of thinking in the progress of that gradual march

of human societies, which reason and philosophy

!tell

us is never stationary or retrograde in the affairs

of mankind. As to their civilization (it is almost

J

ridiculous gravely to argue the question), let it not

be forgotten what Colonel Munro, not the least

intelligent of the witnesses who have been exami-

ned upon the state of India, told us with so much

emphasis : that,
"

if civilization was to become an
"

article of trade between the two countries, he was

" convinced that this country would gain by the

"
import cargo." The same witness has distinctly

pointed out to us in the Hindoos one of the most in-

fallible indications of refinement which can charac~

terize a cultured people. It is a maxim which history

and philosophy have established, that no nation can

be barbarous or uncivilized, where the female con-

dition is respectable and happy. That gentleman,

among the most striking of the Hindoo cha-

racteristics, has enumerated the deference and

respect which is paid to the women ; the obeisance

which usuriously pays back what it receives in

the grace and splendour which it throws over

social life, and which, producing and reproduced,

is at once the parent and the fruit of good insti-
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tutions. The Honourable Member for Nor-

wich, however, not unmindful of the obvious

effect of that testimony, triumphantly quotes

from the Institutes of Menu, the great lawgiver

of India, a passage in which I think six cardinal

vices are attributed to women : and then he asks

us, whether the influence of that religion can be

beneficial, when it appears, from such high authority,

that the female condition is so despicable and de^

graded ? Those vices were, an inordinate love of

finery, immoderate lust, anger, and other propen-

sities, which I will not enumerate. Now, the

Honourable Member appears to me strangely

inconclusive in his argument. The lawgiver,

like other moral teachers, denounces the frail-

ties and infirmities to which the heart is in-

clined. Looking into the female bosom, he found

what the female bosom, in every state of society,

would furnish ; a fluttering, busy group of vanities,

of desires, of passions ; the theme of satirists and

moral writers in all ages and countries. Pope said,

that
"
Every woman is at heart a rake." Would it not

be more than nonsense to adopt it as the criterion of

the manners or morals of our countrywomen ? But

the denunciation of failings to which we are prone by

the very law and condition of our existence^ is ne
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proof of their undue or excessive prevalence. It

is legitimate reasoning to infer the defective mo-

rality of a country, from its immoral practices ; but

not to prove its immoral practices by the moral

admonitions against them. It is unfair to infer a

debauched and vicious state of female manners,

from the precepts of moralists, or the denunciation

of lawgivers against female vice and debauchery,

or to deduce the existence of the offence from the

existence of the propensity. Religion, law, and

morality are barriers between propensities and

vices. To say that women are by nature subject

to the impulses of lust, is to say nothing more, than

that they are subject, by the laws of Nature, to an

instinct which she ordained for the conservation of

the species ; an instinct, which,
"
Through some certain strainers well refined,

Is gentle love
;

and against the unhallowed or unlawful indulgence

of which the warning of morality and wisdom is

wisely interposed. The inference deducible from

the passage is not that the morals of the women are

defective, but that the system of moral precept is

perfect. It shews a pure and finished moral law,

which, winding itself into all the labyrinths and

recesses of the heart, anxiously shuts up every crevice
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and avenue through which vice or passion may pol-

lute it. The same observations will apply to the

rest of the catalogue. If Menu said that the women

of India were prone to anger, does it prove that

every woman in India is a scold ? But I will dwell

no longer on an argument which carries with it its

own refutation.

The natives of India are a sober, quiet, inoffen-

sive, industrious race; passive, courteous, faithful.

I fear, were we to descend for an illustration of their

national character to the lowest classes of their popu-

lation, that an equal portion of our own countrymen,

taken from the same condition of life, would cut

but a despicable figure in the comparison. To be

sure, we have heard much declamation on the im-

moral exhibitions of the dancing girls; a class

of women dedicated most undeniably to pro-

stitution, but, at the same time, not to shameless

open prostitution, and by no means obtruding

themselves upon public observation. Yet, in

striking the balance of national character, it would

be rather unjust to overlook the disgusting spec-

tacles of vice and brutality exhibited in the streets

of the metropolis of this country, from which we

are to send out Missionaries to reform the dancing

girls of Hindostan ; spectacles; which choke the public

way, and shock the public eye with all that vice
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has in it of the loathsome, polluted, or deformed.

Is it uncandid to observe, that these victims of de-

pravity afford at home, at our own doors, and under

our own eyes, a much more ample harvest for the

spiritual labours of our Evangelical reformers, than

that which they are seeking abroad ? With what

colour of reason, or good sense, or consistency, can

we send out crusades against the same vices in

distant countries, with which our own is overrun ?

With what face can we impute those vices to their

defective morality or pernicious superstitions,

while, in the very bosom of Christendom, among
the most polished states and the most enlightened

communities, they are shooting up with still ranker

luxuriance ? There is however one relation of life,

on which all its comfort and most of its security

depends, and in this the Hindoos are punctiliously

faithful ; I mean that of servants. I cannot help

demanding the testimony of those who have resided

in India, to this fact ; a fact, which pleads for them,

I should hope, with the more efficacy, from the

dreadful occurrences which have of late destroyed

the confidence, and impaired the safety of that

most important of the social connexions in this

country. You entrust your servants in India, with-

out apprehension, with money, jewels, plate. You

sleep amongst them with open doors. You travel
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through remote and unfrequented countries, and

your life and property are safe under their protec-

tion. Can all this be the fruit of a superstition,

which morality and right reason require us to ex-

tirpate, as a nuisance and an abomination ? I know

not, whether the Hindoo virtues are the offspring

of their religion, or their nature. Those virtues

have been remarked by all who have resided there.

They will not be denied, but tfy those, in whom a

selfish and fanatical pride has extinguished eveiy

spark of charity or candour'. But their religion, im-

perfect as it is when compared with the purer

morality and more efficient sanctions of our own,

must not be excluded from the influences which

have moulded the Hindoo character. Their sacred

books unquestionably contain the leading principles

of morality imparted in all the varied modes of

fable, apophthegm, and allegory, and clothed, in

the characteristic graces of Oriental diction. The

duties of conjugal life, temperance, parental af-

fection, filial piety, truth, justice, mercy, reverence

for the aged, respect for the young, hospitality even

to enemies, with thewhole class and category of minor

offices; these are not only strongly enforced, but

beautifully inculcated in their Vedas and Purahnas.
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funeral pile of their deceased husbands, and the

dreadful custom of infanticide are made the prin-

cipal charges in the Honourable Member's bill of

indictment against the Hindoos. As to the former

practice, it is right to observe, that it is enjoined

by no positive precept of the Hindoo religion.

On the contrary, one of the most authoritative

of their sacred texts declares,
"
that a wife,

" whether she ascends the funeral pile of her

"
lord, or survives for his benefit (that is, to perform

certain expiatory ceremonies in his behalf),
"

is still

" a faithful wife." I cite from the text of Mr. Cole-

brooke's Digest of the Hindoo law. It is, in truth, a

species of voluntary martyrdom, meritorious, but

by no means obligatory. Shocking as it is to the

moral taste, I know not, whether it is strictly

chargeable on the Hindoo religion. It is a species

of overstrained interpretation of its duties; and

the offspring of that fanaticism which will inevitably

grow up,and has more or less grown up, under every

system of religion. But let us not look at the

frequency of the sacrifice abstractedly from the im-

mense population of India. For it is not a correct

mode of making the estimate, to take the number
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of these immolations in one particular province,

and then multiply them by the whole extent of

India ; a criterion, by which Mr. Chambers has

unfairly computed their prevalence. In many

provinces instances of this superstition have

never, in others very rarely, happened. But it

may safely be affirmed, that the custom itself is

wearing away even in the northern provinces.

Yet conceding, to their fullest extent, the state-

ments of those Gentlemen who have given us

such warm pictures of the horrors of this dreadful

rite, the evil could not, with any precision,

be attributed to the Hindoo religion. It may be
j

an erroneous interpretation of its ordinances,/
an aberration from its principles, but by no means

a necessary consequence from its precepts. What

would be said of the candour and fairness of' that

enemy of the Christian faith, who should array

against Christianity all the absurdities, nay, the

cruelties practised by persons calling themselves

Christians, in obedience, as they imagine, to its ordi-

nances ? With what affecting pictures might he not

embellish the controversy? What dark and gloomy

shades might he not throw over that pure and per-

fect dispensation of happiness to man! Might he

not, for instance^ describe the horrid sacrifice, still
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practised in the greater part of Christendom, which

dooms youth and beauty to the walls of a Convent ?

With what nice strokes of art might he not

describe the lingering torments of that living death,

compared to which the flames which consume the

Hindoo widow, are almost mercy and benevolence

itself? How might he not dilate upon the suffer-

ings of the victim, as all the scenes of youth and

the visions of hope first recede from her eyes ;

when the feverish devotion, which lifted her for a

while above the world, begins to subside, and all its

beloved scenes of friendship, of paternal endear-

ment, its loves, its gaieties, throng again upon her

remembrance ? I know the argument, with which

a Protestant reasoner would defend his faith. We
have reformed all this. We have brought Chris-

tianity back to its original purity. And is the

Hindoo, in whose religious code the self-devotion

of the widow is no more to be found, than the

dedication of nuns to celibacy and confinement is

to be found in the gospel is he to be denied the

benefit of the same argument ? The same kind of

reasoning is applicable to the other crime, that of

infanticide, on which the Honourable Member*

. . -
-. ..i j

* Mr. W. Smith.
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also enlarged. So far from its being an injunction

of the Hindoo religion, it is strongly inhibited by

their law. Nay, the horror of this practice seems

to have been so present to the mind of the law-

giver, that it is the standard both of the guilt and

punishment of acts, which have the remotest

tendency to prevent the birth of the offspring. For

it is declared by Menu, that a woman who bathes

immediately after conception, commits a crime

equal to infanticide. Infanticide did indeed pre-

vail in one or two provinces, and superstition and

ignorance clothed it in the garb of a religious

duty. But by what legitimate reasoning can

a practice be charged on their religion, which

that religion has not only not enjoined, but

absolutely inhibited; and which so far from being

prevalent through Hindostan, (as it has been most

unfairly stated,) has scarcely been heard of, but

amongst the inhabitants of a very few provinces,

bearing scarce any proportion to the general

population of the country? Granting, however,

the existence of the evil, are there no means of

subduing it, or of bringing a people back to the

instincts of nature and of affection, but by letting

loose amongst them a description of reformers,

who will iu all probability drive them into a more
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obstinate adherence to the very crimes, and errors

they pretend to correct ? The evil, however, has

been extirpated, and without the aid of Mission-

aries, by Mr. Duncan, the late governor of

Bombay, in one of the countries under his govern-

ment ; and Lord Wellesley, in the same manner,

abolished the unnatural custom of exposing children

at the Island of Sauger. How did they proceed ?

They proclaimed to the natives, upon the authority

of their own Pundits and Brahmins, that the prac-

tice was unlawful, and as much at variance with the

injunctions of the Hindoo religion as with uni-

versal law and natural reason ; at the same time

denouncing the punishment of murder on those

who should hereafter commit the offence. Here

then is an instance in which that religion inhibits

and corrects the very evil of which it is supposed

to have been the parent.

So much then for the vices of the Hindoo cha-

racter, and the brutal superstitions (such is the

polished eloquence of the London Tavern) of the

Hindoo religion. But, Sir, it is a singular symptom

of this epidemic enthusiasm for the conversion of the

Hindoos, that Missionaries are to be sent out of

all sects and persuasions and opinions, however

diversified and contradictory. No matter^ what
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sort of Christianity is imparted, so that it goes

by that name : Calvinists, Unitarians, Methodists,

Moravians. Provided India is supplied with a plen-

tiful assortment of sects, no one seems to feel the

least solicitude whether the Christianity that is

to be taught there, be the genuine language of its

author, or the dream of mysticism and folly. I

own, that to me it does not appear quite a matter

of indifference, if Missionaries must be sent out,

what the doctrines are, that they are to teach.

I am disposed to think, that Christianity may be

imparted in such forms as to render it something

more than problematic, whether it would be an

improvement on the religion it supplanted ; that

it may be so denied and adulterated in the vessels

from which it is administered, as to lose all its re-

storing and healthful virtues. Are there not nominal

systems of Christianity, which are at an equal

distance from its primitive perfection with the very

superstition which we are striving to abolish ? It

might, therefore, become an important investiga-

tion, whether the blessings of a corrupted Chris-

tianity so far outweigh the evils of a tolerably

enlightened heathenism, as to make it worth

while to exchange that which is appropriately

Hindoo, for that which, after all, is not Christian.
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For instance, if a Christianity is sent out to them,

attributing to the beneficent Author of nature the

same morose, capricious, revengeful passions which

agitate the human tyrant, but with infinity to his

power, and endless duration to his inflictions ; if

it was the primary tenet of that doctrine that the

same Being had made a fanciful and arbitrary des-

tination of a large portion of his creatures, without

blame or delinquency, nay, before their birth, to

everlasting misery; and to have as fancifully and

capriciously destined the rest to an eternal happi-

ness, unearned by one real merit, or one virtuous

aspiration ; and if, in this gloomy creed, an assent

to mystical propositions was the chief claim to

salvation, while it pronounced the purest and most

exalted morals to be equivalent to the most

abandoned wickedness*;; reason and common sense

might be allowed to throw out a few scruples

against the subversion of the established morals or

theology of India, 'however absurd or supersti-

tious, if such was the system by which they were to

be superseded. Suppose, then, that the Mis-

sionaries of this persuasion were to establish their

* These consequences have been unanswerably traced to

the Calvinistic scheme by the Bishop of Lincoln, in his learned

Refutation of Calvinism, p. 258.
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creed amongst the natives of Hindostan. It is

obvious that they will have lost all the excellencies i

of the Hindoo system ; but who will say that they ?

will have got the advantages of the Christian :

Compute their gains. Amongst other prominent

peculiarities of their religion, its severe and invio-

lable prohibitions against the use of intoxicating

liquors will have been overthrown. It is scarcely

possible to estimate the complete revolution, which

this single circumstance will produce in their

manners and morals. It will destroy every shade

and tint of their national character. It will over-

turn the mounds, by which they have been secured

from the whole rabble of vices, which scourge the

Western world ; vices, of which drunkenness is the

prolific parent, and which render the mass of the

population of our own countiy the most profligate

and abandoned in Europe. It is not that other

religions do not prohibit this species of intem-

perance ;
but the Oriental are the only ones that

render it impossible. I really believe, that if the

foundations of your power in India were accurately

explored, you would find that it was to this national

peculiarity (which must be destroyed, if you disturb

the sanctions of their law and their religion) you

chiefly owed the discipline of your native army,
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and the obedience of your native subjects. In

exchange for this, they will have been initiated into

the mysteries of election and reprobation. I leave

it to those who are versed in moral calculations,

to decide, what will have been gained to ourselves

by giving them Calvinism and fermented liquors ;

and whether predestination and gin will be a com-

pensation to the natives of India, for the changes,

which will overwhelm their habits, and morals, and

religion ?

Can we overlook, also, the difficulties which will

be interposed to the progress of conversion by the

jarring and contradictory doctrines of the Missio-

naries themselves ? For there seems to be no kind

of anxiety to introduce into India that unity of

faith, on which the mind of man may find settle-

ment and repose. The Church of England is to

send out no Missionaries at all. She is provided

indeed with her Bishop and her Archdeacons ;

and is to loll, in dignified ease, upon her epis-

copal cushions. But the supporters of the Clause

have reserved all their zeal for the Secta-

rians. The whole task of conversion is aban-

doned to them ; and the Parliament of Great

Britain is called upon to grant new facilities to the

diffusion of dissent and schism from every doctrine
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which the Law and the Civil Magistrate have

sanctioned. It is a most ingenious scheme for the

dissemination, on the widest scale, of every opinion

and dogma that is at variance with the National

Church. But is it the best way of communicating

Christianity to a people hitherto estranged from its

blessings, to start among them so many sects and

doctrines ? You will have Calvinists, Independents,

Presbyterians, Moravians, Swedenborgians, Uni-

tarians, and other tribes and denominations. It is

not, of course, proposed to give them an Eclectic

Christianity composed of a little of each ;
or a

piebald, incongruous, patchwork Christianity, that

is to combine all the varieties into which the Chris-

tian world is divided. Has it, however, never oc-

curred to these Gentlemen, that although schisms

and sects may, and in the nature of things must,

arise subsequently to the establishment of a new

religion, it is in vain to think of beginning a religion

with these contrarieties and divisions ? The Hindoo

may fairly enough be permitted to ask :

"
Gentlemen,

" which- is the Christianity 1 am to embrace ? You
"

are proposing to us a religion which is to sup- \

"
plant the rites, the doctrines, the laws, the man-

lt
ners of our fathers ; and you yourselves are not ;

"
agreed what that religion is. You require us to
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" assent to certain mysteries, of an incarnation, a

" miraculous conception, and to other tenets, which
" some of you hold to be of the vital essence of your
"

creed. But others amongst you deride these

"
mysteries : and the very passages in your Shasters,

" to which you refer for the testimony of your doc-
*'

trines, they tell us are forged and interpolated."

Surely such perplexities as these must create doubts

and distractions, which will frustrate the whole

scheme of conversion.

It will be perceived, that I have chiefly confined

my remarks to the Hindoos, who, in all questions

relative to India, must occupy the principal share

of the discussion. They will of course apply with

equal force to the Mahommedans. Bernier,

who travelled into India during the Moguf govern-

ment, who has been cited as an authority in this

debate, and whose writings -were admitted by the

House of Lords, on the trial of Mr. Hastings, as

good evidence of Oriental customs, and who, be-

sides, evinces no inconsiderable portion of zeal for

the introduction of Christianity into the East,

having witnessed the efforts of the Capuchin and

Jesuit Missionaries at the courts of Delhi and Agra,

ispeaks most despairingly as to the practicability

fcf converting the Mussulmaun population. He
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cautions his readers against the stories that other

travellers had spread of the progress of Christianity

in the Mogul states, and against too easy a credulity

in the facility of diffusing it. The sect, he says, (I

quote from memory) is too libertine and attractive to

be abandoned. It is the necessary tendency of doc-

trines which have been propagated originally by the

sword, afterwards to spread of themselves ; nor do I

see, he adds, thatthey canbe overthrown or extirpated,
but by the means by which they have been propagated

unless by one of those extraordinary interpositions

of Heaven, which we may occasionally look for, and

of which striking appearances have been exhibited

in China and Japan. Now, Sir, need I refer the

House to the result of the attempt in China and

Japan, which M. Bernier did not live to witness?

But I am aware, that these reasonings would be

entitled to little weight, if there were not absolute

peril in the attempt. Perhaps any kind of Chris*

tianity, even the gloom of Calvinism, or th

impoverished and scanty creed of the Unitarian, j

would be an improvement on the ancient religion \

of India. That, unfortunately, is not now the

question. It is one of the necessities of human

affairs, that the choice of man is for the most

part placed betwixt evils. The preservation of an
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empire is delegated to us. No matter how it was

obtained. It is in our hands. Of all tenures, it

is the most delicate. The threads and ligaments

which hold it together are so fine and gossamery,

that one incautious movement may snap it asunder.

It is a chain which no artificer can repair. But

we hold it on this simple condition abstinence

from all aggression on the religions of the

country. If the existence of those religions

be an evil, it is one which we must endure. The

alternative is the loss of our empire. It is

idle casuistry to set ourselves about gravely ba-

lancing and computing these evils, as if they

were arithmetical quantities. It is, in truth,

only with the political question, that the House

ought to concern itself. Political considerations

in this place have an acknowledged ascendancy.

All the dignity of our character, and the efficiency

of our function, would be destroyed, if our theology

was admitted into a partnership with our policy;

and religious enthusiasm, the most intractable of

all passions, should disturb us in our legislative

duties. In this view of the subject, it is

enough for us, that the religious
revolution

which is proposed, involves in it political

changes which must destroy our Eastern establish-
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merits. Without tracing all its consequences, it is

sufficient to keep before our eyes, this direct and

primary one ;
the abolition of castes, that astonish-

ing and singular institution, which, compressing

the restlessness of ambition and the impatience of

subjection by the united weight of an irreversible

law and an inveterate habit, gives you sixty millions

of passive, obedient, industrious citizens, of whom

the great mass are by that very institution, which

you propose to abolish, irrevocably disarmed, and

destined to the pursuits and arts of peace. It is

enough for that practical, sober wisdom, which

has hitherto presided over our councils, that the

overthrow of such an institution would let loose all

the elements of strife, and discontent, of active and

robust rebellion, before which your dreams of em-

pire, of commerce, of revenue, would be scattered

as vapour by the blast. I ask you, then, whether it

is worth while to make an attempt, which must be

subversive of our existence in India ? The moral

obligation to diffuse Christianity, binding and autho-

ritative as it is,vanishes, when it is placed against the

ills and mischiefs of the experiment. There, never

was a moral obligation to produce woe, and blood-

shed, and civil disorder. Such an obligation would

not exist, were the wildest barbarians the subjects of
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the experiment. But, when, in addition to these

considerations, which are sanctioned by justice, and

policy, and virtue, it is remembered, that the people

we are so anxious to convert, are, in the main, a

moral and virtuous people ;
not undisciplined to

civil arts, nor uninfluenced by those principles of

religion which give security to life, and impart

consolation in death ; the obligation assumes a con-

trary character ; and common sense, reason, and

even religion itself, cry out aloud against our inter-

ference. I shall therefore vote for the amendment.

I am sensible, Sir, that the matter is not ex-

hausted. But I feel too deeply the indulgence of

the House, to abuse it with any farther observa-

tions on a subject, which unfolds itself as I ad-

vance, and to which I feel, the more I think of it,

my own incompetence to render even imperfect

justice.

THE END.

Printed by B. WATTS, Broibaume.
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royal 18tuo. 12/. 12*'. uniform with the British Essayists. This Collection

includes the most esteemed Works of Richardson, fielding, Smollett,

De Foe, Goldsmith, Horace Walpole, Hawkesworth, Johnson, Graves,

Moore, Mackenzie, Miss Burney, Mrs. Radcliffe, Mrs. Inchbald, Mrs. Char-

lotte Smith, Mrs. Clara Reeve, Mrs. Brooke, Miss Edgeworth, &c.

20. BRITISH DRAMA, Ancient. 3 vols. royal 8vo. 31. 9s.

Ditto ditto Modern, o vols. royal gvo- 51. 10s.

21. BRODIE's, REPLY. A Reply to the Calumnies and Misrepresenta-
tions contained in a Charge delivered to the Grand Jury, at Madras, on the

I8th Jan. 1811,- by Sir Francis Macnaghten, Kt. one of the Judges of

the Supreme Court of that Presidency. By WM. DOUGLAS BRODIE, Esq.

Registrar to the Camatic Debts at Madras. 8vo. 3s. 6rf.

23. BROOKES' GAZETTEER orCompendious Geographical Dictionary-

Containing a Description of the Empires, Kingdoms, States, Provinces, Cities,

Towns, Forts, Seas, Harbours, Rivers, Lakes, Mountains, Capes, &c. in the

known World. Illustrated with Eight Maps. By R. BROOKES, M. D.

8vo. 1 2*. bound.

23- BROOKE'S ST. HELENA. A History of the Island of St. Helena,
from its discovery by the Portuguese, to the Year 1806 ;

to which is added
an Appendix. Dedicated, by Permission, to the Honourable the Court of

Directors for Affairs of the United English East-Ind*a Company. By T.

H. BROOKE, Secretary to the Government of St. Helena. 8vo. 10s. 6d,

A few Coptes in royal 8vo. 1 5s.

24. BRUCE's ANNALS. Annals of the Honourable East-India Company,
from their Establishment by the Charter of Queen Elizabeth 1600, to the

Union of the London and English East-India Companies, 1707-8: By JOHN
BRUCE, ESQ. M. P. and F.R.S. Keeper of his Majesty's State Papers, and

Historiographer to the Honourable East-India Company. 3 vols. 4to. 41. 1 Os.

A few Copies in royal 4to. 61.

25. BRUCE's SPEECH.-^Substance of the Speech of John Bruce, Esq.
M. P. in the Committee of the House of Commons, on the Resolutions re-

specting Indian Affairs, May 31, 1813. 8vo. 2s.

26. BRUCE's REPORT, Report on the Negociation between the
Honourable East-India Company and the Public, respecting the Renewal of

the Company's exclusive Privileges of Trade for 20 years, from March 1794.

By JOHN BRUCE, Esq. M.P. F.R.S. &c. 4to. 15*.

27. BRYANT'S MYTHOLOGY. A New System ; or, an Analysis of An-
cient Mythology: wherein an attempt is made to divest Tradition of Fable,
and to reduce the Truth to its original Purity, by JACOB BRYANT, Esq. The
Third Edition, with a Portrait, and some account of the Author ; a Vindi-
cation of the Apamean Medal

; Observations and Inquiries relating to
various Parts of Ancient History ; a Complete Index ; and Forty-one Plates,

neatly engraved. 6 vols. 8vo, 3L 3s.

28. BUCHANAN'S JOURNEY THROUGH MYSORE, &c. A Journey
from Madras, through the Countries of Mysore, Canara, and Malabar, per-
formed under the orders of the Most Noble the Marquis Wellesley, Governor-
General of India

; for the express Purpose of investigating the State of

Agriculture, Arts, and Commerce ; the Religion, Manners, and Customs ;

the History Natural and Civil, and Antiquities, in the Domiuinns of the

Rajah of Mysore, and the Countries acquired by the Honourable East-India

Company, in the late-and former Wars, from Tippoo Sultaun. By FRANCIS

BUCHANAN, M.D. Fellow of the Royal Society, and of the Society of Anti-

quaries of London ; FeUow of the Asiatic Society of Calcutta ; and in the
Medical Service of the Honourable Company, on the Bengal Establishment.
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Published under the Authority and Patronage of the Honourable the Direc-
tors of the East-India Company. Illustrated by a Map, and other numerous

Engravings. 3 vols, 4to. 61. 6s.

A few Copies in royal 4to. 91. 9*.

29. BUFFON's NATURAL HISTORY Natural History, general and

particularly the Count De Buffon, illustrated with above 600 Copperplates,
The History of Man and Quadrupeds,translated, with Notes and Observations

by Wm. Smellie, Member of the Antiquarian and Royal Societies of Edin-

burgh. A New Edition, carefully corrected, and considerably enlarged, by
many additional Articles, Notes, and Plates, and some Account of the Life

of M. De Buffon, by WM. WOOD, F.L.S. 20 vols. 8vo. 12^.

30. BORDER'S VILLAGE SERMONS
; or, Short and Plain Discourses,

for the Use of Families, Schools, and Religious Societies. By the Rev.
GEORGE BURDER. Vol. I. to VI. 12mo. 2*. each.

Ditto, in 8vo. at 3s. each.

31. BURTON'S MELANCHOLY. The Anatomy of Melancholy, what it

is, with all the Kinds, Causes, Symptoms, and Prognosticks, and several

Cures of it, in three Partitions, with their several Sections, Members, und Sub-

sections, Philosophically, MedicinaHy, and Historically dpened and cut up.
With a Satyrical Preface. The 12th Edition, corrected, with an Account
of the Author. 2 vols. 8vo. II. 10s.

32. CAMPBELL'* LECTURES. Lectures on the Pastoral Character :

by the late GEORGE CAMPBELL, D. D. F. R. S. Edinb. Principal of Marischal

Cbllege, Aberdeen. Edited by James Fraser, D. D< Minister of Drumoak,
Aberdeenshire. 8vo. 7*.

33. CIVILIAN'S LETTER. A Letter from a Gentleman high in Office at

Madras, upon the late Discontents in that Presidency ; containing Com-
ments on the principal Transactions of Sir George Barlow's Government. 2s.

34. CLAYTON'S SERMONS. An affectionate Reception of the Gospel
recommended, in two Sermons delivered to his Congregation on the Morn-

ings of the 9th and 16th November, 1806, by the Rev. GEORGE CLAYTON,
Minister of the Meeting-house at Lock's-fields, Waiworth.- 1*. 6d.

35. CLAYTON'S (JOHN, jun.) SERMON. The Traveller's Directory.
A Sermon preached in the Rev. Dr. W. B. Collyer's Meeting, Peckham, at a

Monthly Association of Congregational Ministers and Churches, June 7,

1810. By the Rev. JOHN CLAYTON, jun. Published by Request. 1*. 6d.

36. CLAYTON'S (JOHN, jun.) SERMON. The Danger of reading im-

proper Books. A Sermon preached in the Rev. John Goode's Meeting, at a

Monthly Association of Congregational Ministers and Churches, in London,
October 8, 1807. To which is added, a List of Recommended Works. By
the Rev. JOHN CLAYTON, jun. Second Edition. 1*. 6d.

37. COLEBROOKE's HINDU INHERITANCE. Two Treatises on

thfe Hindu Law of Inheritance. By H. T. COLEBROOKE, Esq. Royal 4to.

U. 11*. 6d.

38. COLEBROOKE'S DICTIONARY. C6SHA ; or, Dictionary of the

Sanscrit Language, by AMERA SINHA : with an English Interpretation and

Annotations, by H. T. COLEBROOKE, Esq. 4to. 51, 5s.

39. COLEBROOKE's BENGAL. Remarks on the Husbandry and Inter-

nal Commerce of Bengal. By H. T. COLEBPOOKE, E,sq. 8vo. 5*. 6d.

40. COLLYER's SCRIPTURE FACTS. Lectures on Scripture Facts, by
WILLIAM BENGO COLLYER, D. D. Second Edition. 8vo. 14*.

41. COLLYER's SCRIPTURE PROPHECY. Lectures on Scripture

Prophecy, by WILLIAM BENGO COLLYER, D.D. 8vo. 14*.
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42. COLLYER's SCRIPTURE MIRACLES. Lectures on Scripture

Miracles, by WILLIAM BENGO COLLYER, D.D. 8vo. 14*.

43. COLLYER's SERMON. The Nature and Perpetuity of the Influences

of the Holy Spirit. A Sermon delivered at a Monthly Association of Con-

gregational Ministers and Churches. By WILLIAM BENGO COLLYER, D. U.

8vo. 2*.

44. COLQUHOUN's METROPOLIS. A Treatise on the Police of the

Metropolis ; containing a Detail of the various Crimes and Misdemeanors

by which Public and Private Property and Security are, at present, injured
and endangered ; and suggesting Remedies for their Prevention. By P. COL-

yuHOUN, LL. D. 8vo. 10*. 6d.

45. COLQUHOUN's THAMES. A Treatise on the Convmerce and Police

of the River Thames ; containing an Historical View of the Trade of the Port

of London, and suggesting Means for preventing the Depredations thereon,

by a Legislative System of River Police
; with an Account of the Functions of

the various Magistrates and Corporations exercisingJurisdiction on the River,
and a general View of the Penal and Remedial Statutes connected with the

subject. By P. COLQUHOUN, LL. D. 8vo. 10*. 6d.

46. CONFUCIUS. The Works of Confucius ; Containing the Original

Text, with a Translation. To which is prefixed, a Dissertation on the Chi-

nese Language and Character. By J. MARSHMAN. Vol. I. 4to. 51. 5*.

47. CORRESPONDENCE A,\D PROCEEDINGS in the Negociation for

a Renewal of the East-India Company's Charter. 8vo. 1*. 6d.

48. COURT KALENDAR or, Complete and Correct Annual Register, for

England, Scotland, Ireland, and America, for the Year 1813. 4*. 6d. bound.

49. COWPER's POEMS. Poems by /WILLIAM COWPER, of the Inner

Temple, Esq. 2 vols. )8mo. 9*.

Ditto 2 vols. Copy 12mo. Gs.

Ditto. 2 vols. Foolscap, 8vo. 14*.

Ditto. 2 vols. small 8vo. with Wood Cuts. II. \s.

Ditto. 2 vols. 8vo. II. \s. royal 8vo. I/. 8*.

50. CRUDEN's CONCORDANCE. A Complete Concordance to the Holy
Scriptures of the Old and New Testament

; or, a Dictionary and Alphabe-
tical Index to the Bible ; very useful to all Christians, who seriously read and

study the Inspired Writings. To which is added, a Concordance to the Books
called Apocrypha. By ALEXANDER CRUDEN, M.A. The Sixth Edition, care-

fully corrected. 4to. II. 16*.

51. DANGERS OF BRITISH INDIA from French Invasion and Missio-

nary Establishments. To which are added some Account of the Countries
between the Caspian Sea and the Ganges ;

a Narrative of the Revolutions
which they have experienced subsequent to the Expedition of Alexander
the Great ; and a few Hints respecting the Defence of the British Frontiers

in Hindustan. By DAVID HOPKINS, Esq. of the Honourable East-India Com-
pany's Bengal Medical Establishment. The Second Edition. 8vo. 7*.

52. DEBATE ON THE CARNATIC QUESTION. Corrected Report of the
Debate on the Carnatic Question, in the House of Commons, on the 17th
of May, and continued on the 1st and 17th of June, 1808. 8vo. 5*.

53. DEBATES ON THE,IND1A BUDGET. Report of the Debates in the
House of Commons upon the 10th, 15th and 18th Days of July, 1806, on
the East-India Budget. 5*.

54. DEBATES ON THE INDIA CHARTER. By an Impartial Reporter.
Part 1. Containing the preliminary Debates at the East-India House, on the
5th Jan. 1813, on the Negociation with his Majesty's Ministers relative t

a Renewal of the Charter; with an Appendix, containing all the Letters
and Documents referred to upon the Subject. 2*
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Part 2. THE ADJOURNED DEBATES on the 19th, 22d, and 25th

January 1813, with an Appendix. 5*. r
,

Part 3. THE DEBATE on a Petition to. Parliament for a Renewal of

the Company's Charter as far as it regards their exclusive Privileges. With
an Appendix, containing a Copy of the Petition and the Report of a Com-
mittee of Secret Correspondence, detailing Observations and Opinions on the

Arguments.urged in the several Petitions from the Outports, &c. &c. 3s.

Part 4. A DEBATE at the General Court of Proprietors of East-India

Stock, on the 24th March, 1813, for taking into Consideration the Propositions
submitted by Lord Castlereagh t the Hon. House of Commons : with an

Appendix. 3*.

Part 5. DEBATES at the General Court of Proprietors of East-India

Stock, on the 22d and 26th June, 1813, on a Bill pending in Par-

liament, for a Renewal of the Company's Charter; with an Appendix. 5s.

55. DEBRETT's PEERAGE. The Peerage of the United Kingdom of

Great Britain and Ireland. ,By JOHN DEBRETT. 2 vols. 18mo. II. Is.

56. DEBRETT's BARONETAGE.^Thc Baronetage of England, . by
JOHN DEBRETT. 2vol. 18mo. 18*.

57. UODDRIDGE's EXPOSITOR. The Family Expositor; or a Para-

phrase and Version of the New Testament, with Critical Notes, and a Prac-

tical Improvement of each Section, by PHILIP DODDRIDGE, D. D. - Tenth

Edition, carefully corrected, with a Life of the Author, by ANDREW KIPPIS,
D. D. F. R. S. and S. A. 6 vols. 8vo. 31. 3s.

08 DOW's HINDOSTAN. The History of Hjndostan ; translated from
the Persian by ALEXANDER Dow, Esq. Lieutenant-Colonel in the Company's
Service. 3" Vols. 8vo. I/. 11s. 6d.

59- DUDLEY'S METAMORPHOSIS OF SONA. The Metamorphosis of

Sona
;
a Hindu Tale: with a Glossary, descriptive of the Mythology of

the Sastras. By JOHN DUDLEY, Vicar of Sileby, Leicestershire. Foolscap
8vo. 6*.

60. DUNDAS's LETTERS. Letters from the Right Hon. Henry Dundas
on an open Trade to India. Is.

61. DUNDAS's SPEECH. Substance of the Spc^h of the Right Hon.

Henry Dundas in the House of Commons, on the British Government and
Trade in the East Indies. Is.

62. EAST-INDIA REGISTER and Directory for 1813 ; containing Com-

plete Lists of the Company's Servants, Civil, Military, and Marine, with their

respective Appointments at the different Presidencies in the East-Indies :

with Indexes to the same, and Lists of Casualties since the last Publication.

Together with the Lists of the Europeans, Mariners, &c. not in the Service of

the East-India Company ;
and Merchant Vessels employed in the Country

Trade. Compiled, by Permission of the Honourable the East-India Company,
from the Official Returns received at the East-India House,by JOHN MATHISON,
and ALEXANDER WAY MASON, of the Secretary's Office, East-India House.

12mo. 85. sewed.

63. EAST-INDIA STATUTES. A Collection of Statutes relating to the

East-India Company ; with an Appendix, containing Acts, and Parts of Acts,

relating to Shipping, Duties, Regulations for Export and Import, &c. &e.

which in general do not solely relate to the East-India Company : together
with a copious Index of the Whole. For the Use of the East-India Company;
4to. 41. 6*. calf, lettered.

64. ELEGANT EXTRACTS, Prose or, Useful and Entertaininj PaA
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sages in Prose
;

selected for the Improvement of Young Persons. Royal
3vo. 20*.

Ditto, abridged. 5$. bound.

65. ELEGANT EXTRACTS, Poetry or, Useful and Entertaining Pieces

of Poetry ; selected for the Improvement of Young Persons- Royal
8vo. 20*.

Ditto, abridged. 5s. bound.

66. ELEGANT EPISTLES being a copious Collection of Familiar and

-Amusing Letters ; selected for the Improvement of Young Persons, and for

general Entertainment. Royal 8vo. 20*.

Ditto, abridged. 4*. Iwund.

67- ELMORE's DIRECTORY. The British Mariner'sDirectory and Guide
to the Trade and Navigation of the Indian and China Seas ; containing In-

structions for navigating from Europe to India and China, and from Port to

Port in those Regions and Parts adjacent ; with an Account of the Trade,
Mercantile Habits, Manners and Customs of the Natives. By H. M. ELMORE,
many years a Commander in the Country Service of India, and late Com-
mander of the Varuna Extra East-Indiaman. 4to. \l.\6s.

68. EUROPEAN IN INDIA from a Collection of Drawings, by Charles

Doyley, Esq. engraved by J. H. Clark and C. Dubourg ; with a Preface and

Description, by Capt. Thomas Williamson ; and a Brief History of Ancient

and Modern India from the earliest Periods of Antiquity to the Termination
of the late Mahratta War, by F. W. BLAGDON, Esq. 4to. bl. 5s.

69- FAMILY LECTURES or a Copious Collection of Sermons, selected

from the most celebrated Divines, on Faith, and Practice. Royal 8vo. 20s.

70. FIFTH REPORT from the Select Committee of the House of Com-
mons on the Affairs of the East-India Company ;

as ordered by the House of

Commons to be printed, 28th July, 1812. 8vo. 12*.

7 1 . GIBBON'S ROME. The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman

Empire, by EDWARD GIBBON, Esq. 12 vols. 8vo. 41. J6*.

Ditto, l"2 vols. 12mo. 2J. 8s. *

72. GILCHRIST; HINDOOSTANEE DICTIONARY. Hindoostanee

Philology ; Comprising a Dictionary English and Hindoostaiiee ; also Hin-

doostanee and English, with a Grammatical Introduction. To which is pre-
fixed a Copper-plate, exhibiting a Comparative View of the Roman and Ori-

ental Characters used in the Hindoostanee Language. By" J. B. GIITHRIST,
LL.D. late of the Bengal Medical Establishment, and Hindoostanee Professor

in the College of Fort William. Second Edition, with many Additions and

Improvements, by Thomas Roebuck, Esq. of the Madras Native . lufantry,
vol. I. 4tp. 41. 14*. 6d.

73. GILCHRIST's INDIAN MONITOR. The British Indian Monitor ;

or, the Ahtijargonist, Stranger's Guide, Oriental Linguist, and various other

Works, compressed into two portable Volumes, on the Hindoostanee Lan-

guage, improperly called Moors ; with considerable Information respecting
Eastern Tongues, Manners, Customs, &c. &c. &c. By J. B. GILCHRIST,
LL. D. 2 vols. 8vo. 41.

74. GILCHRIST's STRANGER'S GUIDE. The Stranger's East-Indian

Guide to the Hindoostanee, or grand Popular Language of India, improperly
called Moors. By JOHN BORTHWICK GILCHRIST, LL. D. Author of the Hin-
doostanee" Philology, Indian Monitor, &c. &c. &c. Second Edition.

8vo. 9s.

*** At BLACK, PARRY, and Co's. may lie had, .gratis, a Complete List of
Dr. Gilchrist's Hindoostanee Publications.

75. GLADWIN's GULISTAN, ENGLISH, The GulfstAn, or Rose
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Garden ; by Musle-Hudde^n Shaik Sady, of Sheeraz. Translated from the

Original,' by FRANCIS GLADWIN, Esq. 8vo. 10$. 6d.

76. GLADWIN's GULISTAN, PERSIAN, The Gulistan of Musle-Hud-
deen Shaik Sady, of Sheeraz. Printed from the Calcutta Edition, published
by FRANCIS GLADWIN, Esq. in 1806. 8vo. Edited by Sir Gore Ousely. 16*.

77. GLADWIN's MOONSHEE. The Persian Moonshee. By FRANCIS

GLADWIN, Esq. 4to. 3/. 3*.

78. GO'D's LUCRETIUS The Nature of Things, a Didactic Poem,
translated from the Latin of Titus Lucretius Carus, accompanied with the

original Text, and illustrated with Notes -Philological and Explanatory, by
JOHN MASON GOOD, F. R. S. &c. 2 vols. 4to. 41. 4s.

79- GOOD'S JOB. The Book of Job, literally translated from the Origi-
nal Hebrew, and restored to its natural Arrangement ;

with Notes Critical and
Illustrative

;
and an Introductory Dissertation on its Scene, Scope, Language,

Author, and Object, by JOHN MASON GOOD, F. R.S. Mem. Am. Phil. Soc.and
F.L.S. of Philadelphia. 8vo. 16s.

80. GOWER's SEAMANSHIP. A Treatise on the Theory and Practice
of Seamanship, together with a System of Naval Signals ; the whole form-

ing a useful Compendium to the Officer, to instruct him when'young, and to

remind him when old. Third Edition, enlarged, by RICHARD HALLGOUER,
late Officer in the Sea Service of the East-India Company. 8vo. 8*. bound.

81. GRANT'S MAURITIUS. The History of Mauritius, or the Isle of

France, and the neighbouring Islands ;
from their first Discover)- to the

present Time; composed principally from the Papers and Memoirs of Baron

Grant, who resided twenty Years in the Island, by his Son, CHARLES GRANT,
Viscount de Vaux, illustrated with Map's. 4to. \l, 16s.

82. GRANT'S EXPEDIENCY.^-The Expediency maintained of Continu-

ing the Systemby which tbe,Trade and Government of Indiaare now regulated.

By ROBERT GRANT, Esq. Royal 8vo. 12*.

83. GRANT'S SKETCH. A Sketch ofthe History of the East-India Com-

pany, from its first Formation to the passing of the Regulating Act, of 1773 ;

with* a summary View of the Changes which have taken place since that

Period, in the internal Administration of British India, by ROBERT GRANT,
Esq. Royal 8vo. 15.

84. GREEK TRAGIC THEATRE ; containing Wodhull's Euripides,
3 vols. :' Potter's jEschylus, 1 vol. ; and Franklin's Sophocles, 1 vol. 5 vols.

8vo. 2J. 12*. 6d.

Ditto, Royal 8vo. \0l. 10*.

Any of the Translations may be had separate.

05. HADLEY's GRAMMAR. A Compendious Grammar of the Current

Corrupt Dialect of the Jargon of Hindostau (commonly called Moors),
with a Vocabulary, English and Moors, and Moors and English , with Re-

ferences between Words resembling cash other in Sound, but different in

Signification ;
and aLiteral Translation of the Compounded Words, and Cir-

cumlocutory Expressions, for attaining the Idiom of the Language. To which
are added, Familiar Phrases and Dialogues, &c. &c. with Notes descriptive
of various Customs and Manners of Bengal, (or the Use of the Bengal and

Bombay Establishments. By GEORGE HADLEV. Third Edition, corrected,

improved, and much enlarged. 10*. 6d. bound.

86. HARDY's REGISTER OF SHIPS. A Register of Ships employed in

the service of the Honourable the United East-India Company, from the

Year 1760 to 1812 : with an Appendix containing a variety of Particulars

and useful Information, interesting to thos concerned with East-India

Commerce. Bj the late CHARLES HARDY ; revised, with considerable Ad-
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ditions, l>y his Son, Horatio Charles Hard}'. Dedicated (by Permission) to

the Honourable Committee of Shipping. 12mo. lo.y.

Appendix to ditto. Separate, 12mo. 3s.

87. HINDLEY's PENDEH-I-ATTAR. Pcndeh-i-Attar. The Counsels

of Attar. Edited from a Persian Manuscript, by the Rev. J. H. HINDLEY,
A.M. Foolscap 8vo. Is. 6d.

88. HINTS on the present State of the Question between his Majesty's
Ministers, and the Court of Directors relative to the Renewal of the East-

India Company's Charter. 1*.

89. HINTS AND OBSERVATIONS respecting the Negociation for a
Renewal of the East-India Company's Exclusive Privileges, submitted 4tH

March, 1812, to the Consideration of the Right Hon. Lord Melville, by the

Deputation of the Court of Directors: with his Lordship's Remarks on them,
March 1812. Is.

90. HOOKE's ROME. The Roman History, from the Building of Rome,
to the Ruin of the Commonwealth'. Illustrated with Maps, and other

Plates. By N. HOOKE, Esq. A New Edition. 11 vols. 8vo. 51. 15*. Gd.

91. HOPKINS's DANGERS. The Dangers of British India, from French
Invasion and Missionary Establishments. To which are added, some Account
of the Countries between the Caspian Sea and the Ganges ;

a Narrative of

the Revolutions which they have, experienced subsequent to the Expedition
of Alexander the Great

;
and a few Hints respecting the Defence of the

British Frontiers in Hindustan. By DAVID HOPKINS, of the Honourable
East-India Company' s Bengal Medical Establishment. Second Edition.

8vo. Is.

92. HQRSBURGH's DIRECTORY, Directions for sailing to and from
the East Indies, China, New Holland, Cape of Good Hope, and the inter-

jacent Ports ; compiled chiefly from Original Journals at the East-India

House, and from Journals and Observations made, during 21 Years Ex-

perience, navigating in those Seas. By JAMES HORSBURGH, F. RS. Two
Parts, 4to. 41.

Part II. separate, 2/- 55.

93. HUME's AND SMOLLET's ENGLAND. The History "of England,
from the Invasion of Julius Casar, to the Revolution in 1688. By DAVID

HUME, Esq- A New Edition, with the Author's last Corrections and Im-

provements, and continued to the Death of George II. by T.^SMOLLET,
M- D. 13 vols. 8vo. 51. 17*-

Ditto, Royal '3vo," Ql.<2s.

Ditto, 15 pocket vols. 3/. 15*.

Ditto, 18mo. In tJ\e Press.

94. HUTTON's MATHEMATICS A Course of Mathematics ;
com-

posed for the Use of the Royal Military Academy,' by Order of his Lordship
the Master General of the Ordnance. By CHARLES HUTTON, LL. D. F. R. S.

late Professor of Mathematics in the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich.
The Sixth Edition, enlarged and corrected. 3 vols. 8vo. 11. J6'. bound.

95. HUTTON's LOGARITHMS. Mathematical Tables, containing the

common Hyperbolic and Logistic Logarithms, also Sines, Tangents, Secants,
and Versed Sines, both Natural and Logarithmic ; together with several

other Tables, useful in Mathematical Calculations. To which is prefixed, a

large and Original History of the Discoveries and Writings relating to those

Subjects ; with the complete Description and Use of the Tables. The
Fifth Edition. By CHARLES HUTTON, LL. D. F. R. S. late Professor of Ma-
thematics in the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich. Royal 8vo. !/ 4.?-

,96. JOHNSON'S DICTIONARY A Dictionary of the English Language :
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in which the Words are deduced from their Originals, and illustrated in

their different significations, by Examples from the best Writers
;
to which

are prefixed a History of the Language, and an English Grammar. By
SAMUEL JOHNSON, LL. D. 2 vols. 4to. 51. 5s. bound.

Ditto, 4 vols. Royal 8vo. 31. 3*.

Ditto, ditto. Fine Paper. 41- 10*.

Ditto, abridged. 8vo- 12s. bound.

Ditto, 4 vols. folio. In the Press.

97. JOHNSON'S DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE in Mi-
niature. To which are added, an Alphabetical Account of the Heathen
Deities

;
a List of the Cities, Boroughs, and Market TOWIJS, in England and

Wales ; a copious Chronology ; and a concise' Epitome of the most Remark-
able Events during the FreYich Revolution. By the Rev. JOSEPH HAMILTON,
M. A. A New Edition. 3*. bound.

93. JOHNSON'S POET^S. The Works of the English Poets, from Chaucer
to Cowper ; including the Series edited, with Prefaces, Biographical and
Critical, by Dr. Samuel JOHNSON; and the most approved Translations.
The additional Lives by Alexander Chalmers, F.S.A. 21 vols. royal 8vo. 251.

Translations separate, 3 vols. 41. 4s.

99. JOHNSON'S WORKS The Works of Samuel Johnson, LL. D
A New Edition. With an Essay on his Life and Genius, by AUTHOR
MCRPHY, Esq. 14 vols. 8vo. 5/. 17*.

Ditto, 12 vols. J2mo. 21. 8s.

100. JOHNSON'S LIVES. The Lives of the most eminent English Poets,
with Critical Observations on their Works, by Samuel Johnson, a New Edi-
tion. 3" vols. 8vo. II. 4s.

101. JONES's (SIRW.) GRAMMAR. A Grammar of the Persian Lan-

guage. By Sir WILLIAM JONES, late of University College, Oxford, and of

the Royal Societies of London and Copenhagen. The Seventh Edition, with
Additions and Improvements. 4to. 18*.

102. JONES^s (SIR W.) WORKS. The Works of Sir William Jones.

With the Life of the Author, by LORD TEIGNMOUTH. 13 vols. 8vo. 61. 16*. 6d-

103. JONES's SHERIDAN'S DICTIONARY. Sheridan improved. A ge-
neral Pronouncing and Explanatory Dictionary of the English Lan-

guage for the Use of Schools, Foreigners learning English, &c.
; in which

it has been attempted to improve on the plan of Mr. Sheridan : the Discor-

dances of that celebrated Orthoepist being avoided, and his Improprieties,
corrected. By STEPHEN JONES. A New Edit, stereotyped, square. 3*. 6d. bound.

104. KERR's SERMON ON SWARTZ. A Sermon preached by Order of

the Hon. Court of Directors of the Affairs of the East-India Company, 6th

September, 1807, on the opening of a Monument, set up in St. Mary's
Church, Fort St. George, to commemorate the Virtues and Services of the

late Rev. Mr- Swartz. By R. H. KERR, D. D- Senior Chaplain of Fort St.

George- 8vo. 2$. 6d.

105. KIRKPATRlCK's TIPPOO's LETTERS. Select Letters of Tippoo
Sultan, to various Public Functionaries

; including his principal Military

Commanders, Governors of Forts and Provinces, Diplomatic and Com-
mercial Agents, &c. &c.

; together with some addressed to the Tributary
Chieftains of Shnoor, Kurnool, and Cannauore, and sundry other 'Persons-

Arranged and translated by WILLIAM KIRKPATRICK, Colonel in the Service of

the Honourable East-India Company. With Notes and Observations, and an

Appendix, containing several Original Documents never before published*
4to. 21. 2s.,

A few Copies on Royal 4to. 3/. 3s.
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106. LANGHORNE's PLUTARCH. Plutarch's Lives^ translated from
the Original Greek ; with Notes Critical and Historical, and a Life of Plut-

arch. By JOHN LANGHORNE, D. D. and WILLIAM LANGHORNE, A.M. A
New Edition, with Corrections and Additions, by the Rev. FRANCIS WRANG-
HAM, M.A. F.R.S. 6 vols. 8vo. 31. 3s.

Ditto, 8 vols. 12mo. I/. 16*.

107. LETTER TO THE BISHOP OF LONDON. A Letter respectfully ad-

dressed to the Lord Bishop of London, after a Perusal of the Charge deli-

vered at his Lordship's Primary Visitation, in 1810. By an EPISCOPALIAN.
Second Edition. 8vo. 1*. 6d.

108. LEVER's SHEET ANCHOR. The Young Sea-Officer's Sheet
Anchor

; or, a Key to the Leading of Rigging, and to practical Seamanship.
By'DARCY LEVER. 4to. 3/. 3*.

109. LITERARY PANORAMA being a Review of Books, Magazine of

Varieties, and Annual Register : comprising interesting Intelligence from
the various Districts of the United Kingdom, the British Connections in all

Quarters of the Globe, and from the Continent of ^Europe. Published

Monthly. 2s. Qd, each.

110. MACKAY's NAVIGATION. The Complete Navigator; or, an

easy and familiar Guide to the Theory and Practice of Navigation, with all

the requisite Tables, &c. illustrated with Engravings. By ANDREW MACKAY,
LL.D. F.R.S. Ed. &c- Author of the Theory and Practice of finding the

Longitude at Sea or Land, &c. Second Edition, improved. 8vo. 12s. bound.

111. MACLEAN'S REMARKS Remarks on the Evidence delivered

before both Houses of Parliament, on the East-India Company's Affairs. By
CHARLES MACLEAN, M. D. 8vo. 6d-

112. MACPHERSON's ANNALS OF COMMERCE. Annals of Com-
merce, Manufactures, Fisheries, and Navigation, with Brief Notices of the

Arts and Sciences connected with them. Containing the Commercial Trans-

actions of the British Empire and other Countries, from the "Earliest

Accounts, to the Meeting of the Union Parliament, in January 1801 : and

comprehending the most valuable Part of the late Mr. Anderson's History of

Commerce, viz, from the Year 1492, to the End of the Reign of George II.

King of Great Britain, &c. With a large Appendix, containing Chronolo-

giqal Tables of the Sovereigns of Europe ; Tables of the Alterations of

Money in England and Scotland; a Chronological 'Pable of the Prices 'of

Corn, &c. ; and a Commercial and Manufactural Gazetteer of the United

Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland ; with a General Chronological Index.

By DAVID MACPHERSON. 4 vols. royal 4to. 8 85.

113. MALHAM's GAZETTEER. The Naval Gazetteer, or Seaman's

complete Guide ; containing a full and accurate Account, alphabetically

arranged, of the several Coasts of all the Countries and Islands in the known

World, shewing their Latitude, Longitude, Soundings, and Stations for

Anchorage, &e. &c. By JOHN MALIIAM. Illustrated with a correct Set of

Charts. 2 vols. 8vo. Second Edition. I/. Is.

114. MARSDEN's MALAYAN DICTIONARY. A Dictionary of the

Malayan Language, in Two Parts, Malayan and English, and English arid

Malayan. By WILLIAM MARSDEN, F. R. S. Author of the History of Sumatra.

4to. 21. 2s.

115. MARSDEN's MALAYAN GRAMMAR. AGrammar of the Malayan

Language, with an Introduction and Praxis. By WILLIAM MARSDEN, F,R.S.

&c. 4to. \l. Is.

116. MARSH's REVIEW. Review of some Important Passages in the
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late Administration of Sir. G. H. Barlow, Bart, at Madras. By CHARLES
MARSH, Esq. M. P. Second Edition. 8vo. 9*.

117. MASON's SELF-KNOWLEDGE. A Treatise on Self-Knowledge.
By JOHN MASON, A.M. Foolscap 8vo. 5*.

118. MAXWELL'S MARINE LAW. The Spirit of Marine Law, or Com-
pendium of the Statutes relating to the Admiralty ; being a concise but con-

spicuous Abridgement of all the Acts relative to Navigation, including an

Abridgement of the Laws of Marine Insurance, Alphabetically arranged.

By JOHN IRVING MAXWELL, of the Honourable Society of the Inner Temple,
Author of the Navy Paymaster, and late of the Royal Navy. 2 vols. 8vo. I/. 1*.

119. MENDOZA RIOZ's TABLES. A complete Collection of Tables for

Navigation and Nautical Astronomy. With simple, .concise, and accurate

Methods, for all the Calculations useful at Sea ; particularly for deducing
the Longitude from Lunar Distances, and the Latitude from Two Altitudes

of 'the Sun and the Interval of Time between the Observations. By JOSEPH
DE MENDOZA Rioz, Esq. F. R. S. Second Edition, improved. 4to. 21. 5s,

A few Copies on royal 4to. 31. 8s.

120. MILBURN's ORIENTAL COMMERCE. Oriental Commerce ;

containing a Geographical Description of the principal Places in the East

Indies, China, and Japan, with their Produce, Manufactures, and Trade,

including the Coasting or Country Trade from Port to Port ; also the Rise

and Progress of the Trade of the various European Nations with the Eastern

World, particularly that of the English East-India Company, from the Dis-

covery of the Passage round the Cape of Good Hope to the present Period;
with an Account of the Company's Establishments, Revenues, Debts, Assets,
&c. at Home and Abroad. By WILLIAM MILBURN, Esq. late of the Honour-

able^ East-India Company's Service. 2 vols. royal 4to. 67. 6*.

121. MILLS's OVID. The Two First Books of Ovid's Metamorphoses,
attempted in English Verse. By W. MILLS, an Assistant in Buntingford
Grammar School. I2mo. 5s.

122. MINTO's (LORD) DISCOURSE. Public Disputation of the Stu-

dents of the College of Fort William, in Bengal, before the Right Hon.
Lord Minto, Governor-General of Bengal, and Visitor of the College ; toge-
ther with ,his Lordship's Discourse, 27th of February, 1808. 8vo. Is. 6d.

Ditto, 1810; and 1811 ; Is. 6d. each. 1812, 2s.

123. MOLIERE's WORKS. The Works of Moliere," in French; with

Grammatical Remarks, Advertisements, and Observations upon each Piece.

By M. BRET. 8 vols. ryal 18mo. 2/. 8s.

124. MONTEFIORE's PRECEDENTS. Commercial and Notarial Prece-

dents ; consisting of the most approved Forms, special and common, required
in the daily Transactions of Business, by Merchants, Planters, Traders,

Notaries, Attornies, &c.
; each Set of Precedents preceded by a Summary of

the Law on the Subject ;
with an Introduction, containing the Practical

Notarial Forms in^ Mercantile Transaction^ ; an accurate Table of Notarial

Fees; and.au Appendix, comprising the Acts of Parliament relative to

Shipping and Maritime Affairs, to the, present Time. By JOSHUA MONTE-

noRE, Attorney and Notary Public. Second Edition, with considerable

Alterations and Additions. 4to. II. 10s.

125. MULLER's SCIENCE OF WAR. The Elements of the Science of

War ; containing the modern, established, and approved Principles of the

Theory and Practice of the Military Sciences ;
viz. the Formation and Or-

ganization.of an Army, and their Arms, &c. Artillery, Engineering, Fortifi-

cation, Tactics, Logistics, Grand Tactics, Castrametation, Military Topo-

graphy, Strategy, Dialectic, and Politics of War, Illustrated by 75 Plates,

on Artillery, Fortification, &c. and remarkable Battles fought since the Year

1675 ;
for the Use of Military Schools and Self-Instruction. Dedicated to
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'the King, with His Majesty's most gracious Permission. By WILLIAM
MULLER, Lieutenant of the King's German Engineers, D. P. M. A- and late

First Public Teacher of Military Sciences at the University of Gottingen.
3 large vols. 8vo. 31. 3$.

126. NELSON'S ISLINGTON. The History, Topography, and Antiqui-
ties of the Parish of St. Mary, Islington, in the County of Middlesex ; in-

cluding Biographical Sketches of the most Eminent and Remarkable Persons

who have been born, or have resided there. Illustrated by 17 Engravings.
4to. 21. 2s.

127. NEW MANUAL. A New Manual of Devotions. In Three Parts.
To which are added some Occasional Prayers. A New Edition, corrected.

12ino. 4*.

128. NEW BRITISH ENCYCLOPEDIA. New British Encyclopaedia ;

or, Dictionary of Arts and Sciences ; comprising an accurate and popular
View of the present improved State ef Human Knowledge. By WILLIAM
NICHOLSON, Author and Proprietor of the Philosophical Joarnal, and various

other Chemical, Philosophical, and Mathematical Works. Illustrated with
156 elegant Engravings, by Lowry and Scott. 6 vols. 8vo. 6V. 6s.

129. NEW CYCLOPEDIA. The New Cyclopaedia; or, Universal Dic-

tionary of Arts, Sciences, and Literature. Formed upon a more enlarged
Plan of Arrangement than the Dictionary of Mr. Chambers ; comprehending
the various Articles of that Work, with Additions and Improvements ; toge-
ther with the new Snbjects of Biography, Geograph;, , and History; and

adapted to the present State of Literature and Science. By ABRAHAM REES,
D.D. F.R.S. Editor of the last Edition of Mr. Chambers's Dictionary, with

the Assistance of eminent Professional Gentlemen. Illustrated with new

Plates, including Maps engraved for the Work, by some of the most di-ti.-i-

guished Artists. Parts I. to XLIX. Price 20*. each, in Boards, may be
had either periodically or together. From the Arrangements which have
been made to expedite the Publication, a Part will appear every Two M .nths.

A few Copies are printed off on Royal Paper, with Proot' Impressions of the

Plates. Price M. 16*. each Part.

130. NEWMAN'S SPANISH DICTIONARY. A New Dictionary of the

Spanish and English Languages; Spanish and English English and Spanish.
Wherein the Words are correctly explained, agreeably to their different

Meanings ; and a great variety of Terms, relating to the Arts, Sciences,

Navigation, and Trade, elucidated. Complied from the most valuableWorks
of English and Foreign Lexicographers. By HENRY NEWMAN. Second Edi-

tion, carefully revised, and considerably improved. 2 vols. 8vo. I/. 1*.

Ditto, abridged. 12*. bound.

131. OBSERVATIONS ON MALCOLM. Observations on Lieutenants

Colonel Malcolm's Publication, relative to the Disturbances in the Madras

Army ; containing a Refutation of the Opinions of that Officer, from the

Evidence of the Papers laid before Parliament; containing also, Copies and

Extracts of some interesting Letters, addressed by the late Marquis Corn-

wallis to Sir George Barlow. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

132. OFFICIAL DISPATCHES relating to the late Military Troubles at

Madras; extracted from Papers laid before Parliament. 13mo. ]s.6d.

133. OSSIAN's POEMS. Translated by JAMES MACPHERSON, Esq. To
which are prefixed, Dissertations on the JEra, and Poems of Ossiait. 2 vols.

8vo. 18*.

Ditto, 2 vols. royal 8vo. I/. 10*.

Ditto, 2 vols. 18mo. 6*.

Ditto, 2 vols. royal 18mo. 8$.
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134. PAPERS respecting the NEGOCIATION for a Renewal of the East-
India Company's exclusive Privileges. 8vo. 3s. 6d,

FURTHER PAPERS on Ditto. 8vo. 1*.

135. PARLIAMENTARY HISTORY OF ENGLAND From the Norman
Conquest, in 1066, to the Year 1803. From which last-mentioned Epoch
it is continued downwards, in the Work entitled

"
Parliamentary Debates."

Vol. XVI. royal 8vo. II. 1 1*. 6d.

Complete Sets may be had at 17. 1 Is. 6d. per Volume, .and the Remainder
as published.

136. PILKINGTON's DICTIONARY. A Dicttbuary of Painters, from
the Revival of the Art to the present Period. By the Rev. M. PILKINGTON,
A.M. A new Edition, with considerable Additions, an Appendix, and au

Index, by Henry Fuseli, R.A. 4to. 21. 2*.

137. PLAN FOR EXPORTS. A Plan for increasing the Exports of British

Manufactures to India. Illustrated by a Series of coloured Engravings. 4s.

138. POETRY pF THE ANTI-JACOBIN. Anew Edition, foolscap 8vo. 6V.

139^ POPE's WORKS. The Wor,ks of Alexander Pope, Esq. in Verse and
Prose : containing the principal Notes of Drs. Warlmrton and Warton.

Illustrations, and Critical and Explanatory Remarks, by Johnson, VVakefield,
A. Chalmers, F.S.A. and others. To which are added, now first published,
some Original Letters, with Additional Observations, and Memoirs of the

Life of the Author. By the Rev. >\'ILLIAM LISLF. BOM LRS, A.M. Prebendary
of Salisbury, and Chaplain to His Royal Highness the Prince Regent.
10 vols. 8vo. 51. 5s.~

Ditto, roval 8vo. HI.

Ditto, 8 vols. 18mo. 2/.

140. POTTS's GAZETTEER. Gazetteer of England and Wales; con-

taining the Statistics, Agriculture, and Mineralogy, of the Counties ; the

History, Antiquities, Curiosities, Manufactures, Trade, Commerce, Fairs,

Markets, Charitable and other Institutions
; Population, and Elective Fran-

chises,
N

of the Cities, Towns, and Boroughs ; including a complete Index

Villaris, with the Bearings and Distance of each Village and Mansion from
the nearest Market-Town. Illustrated by two large Maps, descriptive of the

Roads and Inland Navigation; By THOMAS POTTS. 2 vols. 8vo. II. TS.

141. RESEMBLANCES Linear and Verbal, a Philological Poem, in the

Persian Language. By JAMI . Edited by the Rev. J. H. HINDLEY, A.M.
Second Edition. Foolscap 8vo. 10*. 6d.

142. RICHARDSON'S DICTIONARY. A Dictionary, Persian, Arabic,
and English ; and English, Persian, and Arabic; with a Dissertation on the

Languages, Literature, and Manners of Eastern Nations. By JOHN RICH-

ARDSON, Esq. F.S.A. A New Edition, with numerous Additions "arid Im-

provements, by Charles Wilkins, LL.D. F.R.S. 2 vols. royal 4to. 12/. 12s.

A few Copies, 2 vols. imperial 4to. 21f.

143. RICHARDSON'S DICTIONARY ABRIDGED. A Vocabulary, Per-

sian, Arabic, and English ; abridged from the 4to Edition of Richardson's

Dictionary, as edited by Charles Wilkins, LL.D. F.R.S. By DAVID HOPKINS,

Esq. Assistant Surgeon on the Bengal Establishment. Royal 8vo. M. 16.

144. RICHARDSON'S ARABIC GRAMMAR. A Grammar *f the Arabic

Language, in which the Rules are illustrated by Authorities from the best

Writers
; principally adapted for the Service of the Honourable East-India

Company. By JOHN RICHARDSON,, Esq. F.S.A. of the Middle Temple, and of

Wadham College, Oxford. A New Edition. 4to. 18*.

145. RITSON's SONGS A select Collection of English Songs, with their

Original Airs ; and a Historical Essay on the Origin and Progress of

National Song. By the late JOSEPH RITSON, Esq. Second Edition, with
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additional Songs and occasional Notes, by Thomas Papk, F.S.A. 3 vols. 8vo.

31. 2s.

146. ROBERTSON'S WORKS. The Works of WILLIAM ROBERTSON.D.D.
F.R.S. &c. A uew Edition. 12 vols. 41. 16V.

147. ROBERTSON'S INDIA. An Historical Disquisition concerning; the

Knowledge which the Ancients had of India ; atid he Progress of Trade with

that Country prior to the Discovery of the Passage to it by the Cape of

Good Hope. With an Appendix, containing Observations on the Civil Policy,

the Laws and Judicial Proceedings^ the Arts, the Sciences, and Religious
Institutions of the Indians. By WILLIAM ROBERTSON, D.I). F.R.S. Ed.

Principal of the University, and Historiographer to his Majesty for Scotland.

The Fifth Edition. 8vo. Ss.

148. ROBERTSON'S SCOTLAND. The History of Scotland, during the

Reigns of Queen Mary, and of King James VI. till his Accession to the

C'rown of England ;
with a Review of the Scottish History previous to that

Period ;
and an Appendix, containing Original Papers, by WILLIAM ROBERT-

SON, D.D, Principal of the University of Edinburgh, and Historiographer
to his Majesty for Scotland. The Eighteenth Edition, with the Author's

ia^t Emendations and Additions. To which is prefixed, an Account of the Life

and Writings of the Author, by DUGALD STEWART, F. R. S. Ed- 3 vols.

Svo. M. 4*. +

149- ROEBUCK'S DICTIONARY. An English and Hindoostanee Naval

Dictionary of Technical Terms and Sea Phrases, as also the various Words of

Command given in working a Ship, &c.
;
to which is prefixed a short Gram-

mar of the Hindoostanee language $y Lieutenant THOMAS ROEBUCK, of the

, Madras Establishment, Acting Examiner and Assistant Secretary in the

College of Fort William. 12mo. ~s.

150. ROLLIN's ANCIENT HISTORY. The Ancient History of the

Egyptians, Carthaginians, Assyrians, Babylonians, Medes and Persians, Ma-

cedonians, and Grecians. By M. ROLL!N, late Principal of the University
of Paris, Professor of Eloquence in the Royal College, and Member of the

Royal Academy of Inscriptions and Belles-Lettres. Translated from the

French. The Eleventh Edition, revised, corrected, and illustrated with a

Set of Maps- newly engraved. 8 vols. Svo. 3l.'l2s.

Ditto, 12 vols. royal I8mo. 2/. 2s.

151. RUNDALL's 'HISTORY OF ENGLAND Illustrated by Forty

Copperplates of Engraved Symbols, designed as an Assistant to the Young
Student in History. By MARY ANN RUNDALL, of Percy House, Bath, Author

of the Grammar of Sacred History. Part I. 4to. 10s. 6d. To be completed
in Three Parts, forming One Volume.

Part ,11. and III. in the Press.

152. RUSSELL'S MODERN EUROPE. The History of Modern Europe ;

with an Account of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire ;
and a View

of the Progress of Society, from the Rise of the Modern Kingdoms, to. the

Peace of Paris, in 1763- In a Series of Letters from a Nobleman to his Son.

A New Edition
; with a Continuation, extending to the Treaty of Amiens,

in 1802. 6 vols. SVo. 31. 3s.

153. SALE'S KORAN. The Koran, commonly called the Alcoran
of Mohammed. Translated from the Original Arabic

;
with Explanatory

Notes, taken from the most approved Commentators : to which is prefixed,
~a Preliminary Discourse, by GEORGE SALE, Gent. 2 vols. Svo. I/. 4i.

,
. 154. SARRATT ON CHESS A Treatise on the Game of Chess, containing
a regular System ofAttack and Defence : also numerous Rules and Examples,

teaching the most approved Method of playing Pawns at the End of a Game
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and a Selection of Critical and Remarkable Situations won or drawn by
Scientific Moves, by J- H. SARRATT- 2 vols. 8vo. 1 8*.

155. SHAKESPEAR's HINDUSTANI GRAMMAR. A Grammar of the
Hindustani Language, by JOHN SHAKESPEAR, Professor of Oriental Lan-

guages attbe East-India Company's Military Seminary. 4to. M. \s-

156. SHAKSPEARE The Plays of William Shakspeare, accurately print-
ed from the Text of the Corrected Copy left- by the late GEORGE STEEVENS,

Esq. With Glossarial Notes, and a Sketch of the Life of Shakspeare. 8 vols.

24o. 2/-

Ditto, JO vols. 18mo. II. 10s.

Ditto, 10 vols. royal 18mo. 2/. 5s.

Ditto, by WOOD. 14 vols. foolscap 8vo. 6/- 6s-

Ditto, fine paper, 12A 12*.

Ditto, by CHALMERS. 9 vols. 8vo. 31. 12*

Ditto, fine Paper, 41. 14s. 6d.

Ditto, with Plates, 51. 8*.

Ditto, by REED. 21 vols. 8vo. 12/. 12*.

Ditto, 21 vols. royal 8vo. 181. 18s.

157- SHORT ABSTRACT of the Argument in support of the East-India

Company's Petition to Parliament, for a Renewal of their Charter. 8vo. 1*.

158. SHORT CONVERSATION on .the present Crisis of the Important
Trade with the East-Indies. 1*.

159- SMIRKE's REVIEW Review of a Battalion of Infantry, including
the 18 Manoeuvres, illustrated by a Series of engraved Diagrams ;

to which
are added, the Words of Command ; with an accurate Description of each

Manoeuvre, explaining the Duty, and ascertaining the Situation of the

Officers through the various Movements of the Corps; forming an easy In-

troduction to this Part of the System of British Military Discipline. Fifth

Edit. 8vo. 7*.

160. SMITH'S WEALTH OF NATIONS. An Inquiry into the Nature

and Causes of the Wealth of Nations. By ADAM SMITH, LL. D. -F. R. S.

With a Life of the Author. Also, a View of the Doctrine of Smith, compared
with that of the French Economists

;
with a Method of facilitating the

Study of his Works
;
from the French of M. Garrfier. 3 vols. 8vo. II. Us.

161. SMITH'S WORKS. The Works of Adam Smith. LL.D. F.R.S.

With an Account of his Life and Writings, by DUGALD STEWART. 5 vols.

8vo. 31.

162. SMOLLET's ENGLAND. The History of England, froin the Re-

volution, to the Death of George II. (Designed as a Continuation of Mr.

Hume's History.) By T. SMOLLET, M.D. A New Edition, with the

Author's last Corrections and Improvements. 5 vols. 8vo. 2/.

163. SMOLLET's WORKS. The Works of Tobias Smollet, M. D.

with Memoirs of his Life
; to which is prefixed, a View of the Commence-

ment and Progress of Romance, by JOHN MOORE, M. D. 8 vols. 8vo. 31. 4s.

164. STATE TRIALS. A Complete Collection of State Trials and Proceed-

ings for High Treason and other Crimes and Misdemeanors, from the earliest

Period to the present Time, with Notes and other Illustratioas, compiled

byT.B. Howell, Esq. F.R. S. F.S.A. Vol. XIX. royal 8vo. M. l\s.6d.

Complete Sets may be had at II. Us. 6d. per Volume, and the Remainder

as published.

165. STERNE's WORKS. The Works of Laurence Sterne: containing,

the Life and Opinions of Tristram Shand.y, Gent. ;
a Sentimental Journey

through Franc^ and Italy ; Sermons, Letters, &c. ; with a Life of the Author,

written by himself. 4 vols. 8vo. 11. 16s.

166. STEWABT's BENGAL. The History of Bengal from the first
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Mohammedan Invasion, until the virtual Conquest of that Country by the

English, A. D. 1757. By CHARLES STEWART, Esq. M. A. S. late Major on the

Bengal Establishment, Professor of Oriental Languages in the Hon. East-

India Company's College, Herts, &c. &c. 4to/ 31. 3s.

167. STOREY's TRIAL. Minutes of the Proceedings of a General

Court Martial, holden at Bangalore, on the 10th of January, 1810, on Major
Joseph Storey, of the 1st Battalion of the 19th Regt. of Native Infantry, late

Senior Officer commanding at Masulipatam. 8vo. 4s.

168. SWIFT's WORKS. The Works of the Rev. Jonathan Swift, D. D.
Dean of St. Patrick's, Dublin. Arranged by Thomas Sheridan, A. M. with

Notes Historical and Critical. Corrected and revised by JOHN NICHOLS,
F. S. A. Edin. and Perth. 1 9 vols. 8vo. 91.

Ditto, in 24 vols. 1 8mo. 41. 4s.

169. VERAX's LETTERS. Four Letters respecting the Claims of the

East- India Company fora Renewal of their Exclusive Privileges. Is.

170. VIEYRA's PORTUGUESE DICTIONARY. A Dictionary of the

Portuguese and English Languages, in Two Parts ; Portuguese and English,
and English and Portuguese ; wherein, 1st, The Words are explained in

their different Meanings, by Examples from the best Portuguese and English
Writers.

, 2d, The Etymology of the Portuguese, generally indicated from th

Latin, Arabic, and other Languages. Throughout the whole are interspersed
a great Number of Phrases and Proverbs. By ANTHONY VIEYRA, Transta-

gano. A New Edition, carefully revised. 2 vols. 8vo. II. 16s.

Ditto, abridged, 1 2s. bound.

171. VINDICATIONor THEHINDOOS from the Aspersions of the Rev.

Claudius Buchanan, M. A. with a Refutation of the Arguinents exhibited in

his Memoir on the Expediency of an Ecclesiastical Establishment for British

India, and the ultimate Civilization of the Natives, by their Conversion to

Christianity. Also, Remarks on an Address from the Missionaries in Bengal
to the Natives of India, condemning their Errors, and inviting them to be-

come Christians. The whole tending to evince the'
(

Excellence of the Moral

System of the Hindoos, and the danger of interfering with their Custom's or

Religion. By a BENGAL OFFICER. 8vo. Part I. 5s. sewed.

Ditto, Part II. In Reply to the Observations of the Christian Observer;
of Mr. Fuller, Secretary to the Baptist Missionary Society, and of his

Anonymous Friend ;
with some Remarks on a Sermon preached at Oxford, by

the Rev. Dr. Barrow, on the Expediency of introducing Christianity among -the

Natives of India. By a BENGAL OFFICER^
"

8vo. 5s. sewed.

172. VINDICATION OF SIR GEORGE BARLOW. A Lettersigned

by Ten of the Directors of the East-India Company ; containing a minute and
full Vindication of the Measures adopted by Sir George Barlow, during the Dis-

sensions at the Presidency of Madras.
'

Extracted from Papers laid before Par-

liament. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

173. WEST ON THE RESURRECTION. Observations on the History
and Evidences of the Resurrection of Jesus Christ; bj GILBERT WBS/T, Esq.

Also, Observations on the Conversion of St. Paul; by the Right Hon. GEORGE
LORD LYTXLETON. To which is added, the Trial of the Witnesses of the Resur-

rection of Jesus. 8vo. lOs. 6d.

174. WILKINS's SANSKRITA GRAMMAR. A Grammar of the

Sanskrita Language: By CHARLES WILKINS, LL. D. F. R. S. 4to. 41. 4i.

175- WILLIAMSON'S AGRICULTURAL MECHANISM. Agri-
cultural Mechanism

; or, a Display of the several Properties and Powers of the

Vehicles, Implements, and Machinery, connected with Husbandry; together
with a great variety of Improvements and Inventions never before offered to the

Public ; whereby numerous Inconveniences may be obviated, and Defects

corrected. The whole familiarly arranged, and illustrated by Twenty Copper-

plates. Dedicated to the Bath and West-of-England Society. By 'Cpt.
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THOMAS WILLIAMSON, (Honorary Member), Author of ' The Wild Sports cf

the East,'
' Mathematics Simplified,' and ' The East-India Vade-Mecum.'

8vo. 10*. 6rf.

176. WILLIAMSON'S VADE-MECUM. The East-India Vade-Me-

eum, or Complete Guide to Gentlemen intended for the Civil, Military, or

Naval Service of the Hon. East-India Company. By Capt. THOMAS WILLIAM-

SON, Author of The Wild Sports of the East,' &c. 2 vols. 8vo. 11. 8s.

177. WOODHOUSE's CALCULATIONS. The Principles of Analytical
Calculation. By ROBERT WOODHOI'SE, A.M. F.R.S. &c. 4to. 8s.

178. WOODHOUSE's ASTRONOMY. An Elementary Treatise on

Astronomy, by ROBERT WOODHOUSE. A.M. F.R.S. &c. 8vo. 15s. Fine Paper, 20s.

179. WOODHOUSE's PROBLEMS. A Treatise on Isoperimetrjcal

Problems, and the Calculus of Variations. By ROBEIIT WOODHOUSE, A. M.
F. R. S. &c. 8vo. 6s.

180. WOODHOUSE's TRIGONOMETRY. A Treatise on Plane

and Spherical Trigonometry. By ROBERT WT

OODHOUSE, A.M. F.R.S. Fellow

of Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge. 8vo. Second Edition. "9s.

181. WOOD'S ATHEN/E OXONIENSIS. An exact History of all the

Writers and Bishops who have had their Education in the University of Oxford.

To which are added The Fasti, or Annals of the said University. By Anthony
A. Wood, M. A. of Merton College. A New Edition, with Additions ;

and a

Continuation, by PHILIP BLISS, Fellow of St John's College. Vol. I. Royal 4to.

31. 13s. 6d.

182. WALKER'S BRITISH CLASSICS. A Collection of the Works of

the most Popular English Poets, and of those Prose Writers who have attained

Classical Fame; Translations from the Greek and Roma Classics, Prose and

Verse; also, Translations of the best French and Italian Authors ; the fol-

lowing are already completed.

s. (L\ s. (I.

Thomson's Seasons .... 2 O
Hawkesworth's Telemachus ..40
Pope's Iliad 40
Pope's Odyssey 40
Junius's Letters 3 O
Ossian's Poems . . . . . . 40
Young's Night Thoughts. ..26
Rasselas 20
Ovid's Metamorphoses....40
Ovid's Epistles 26
Dryden's Virgil 40
Robinson Crusoe . . '. . . 5 O
Chapone's Letters, and Gregory's

Legacy 2 O
Francis's Horace 36
Roderick Random .,...50
Death of Abel 20
Falconer's Shipwreck ....10
Gray's Poems - . 08
Tales of the Genii . . . . . 40
Milton's Poetical Works ... 4 6
Vicar of Wakefield 26
Cotton's Visions, and Moore's

Fables ........ 2 6
Seven Champions . . , f . . 46
Hervey's Meditations .... 4
Pope's Poetical Works ... 5

Spiritual Quixote 50

Hume and Smollet's History of

England, 15 vols. .... 75 O
Old English Baron, and Castle

of Otranto 30
Zimmerman on Solitude . . . 4 O
Sturm's Reflections, 2 vols. . : 7

Humphrey Clinker 40
Sandford and Merton .... 4

Gulliver's Travels 36
Don Quixote, 2 vols 10 O
Gil Bias, 2 vols*. 8 O
Watts" on the Mind .... 4 6

Tom Jones, 2 vols 10 O
Persian and Turkish Tales, 2 vols. 8 O

Pilgrim's Progress . . . . . 46
Butler's, Hudibras . . _. . . 36
Peter Pindar's Works, 4 vols. . 20 O
Lord Chesterfield's Let. 3 vols. . 12

Joseph Andrews . . . . . 4 O
Buccaniers of America . . . 6 O
Goldsmith's Essays, Poems, and

Plays 40
Marmontel's Tales 50
Beauties of Sterne . . . . . 30
Messiah, by Klopstock, 2 vol. . 7 O

Belisarius, and Nurna Pompilius 4

Glover's Leonidas 3 O

Shakspeare's Works, 8 vols. f- . 40

Locke on the Understanding, and Bacon's Essays,
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N PILOTS.
HORSBURGH's and ARROWSMITH's East-India Pilot 'of general and

particular Charts, on the largest Scale ever published, from England
^ to the Cape of Good Hope, Bombay, Madras, Bengal, and China

;

containing,

ARROWSMH H's Strait of Dover,
JOHNsON's, Capt. (R. N.) Dungenest,
AKROWSMlTH's British Channel,

North Atlantic,
South Atlantic,

HEYWOOD's, Capt. (K. N.j Cape of Good

ARROWSMITH's Table anTpalse Bays,
Coast of Brazils,

LAURIE and WHITTLE'S Mauritius,
'

AKROWSMlTH's Indian Ocean,
HORSBURGH's Bombay Harbour,

ARROWSMITH's Mouths of the Ganges,
Eastern Passage,
Booro.Gillolo, Ceram, an8
New Guinea,

HORSBURGH's Straits ofMalacca,
S

China Seas,
Luzon and Formosa.

ARROWSMITH's Coast of China,

HORSBURGH's
Islands '

ARROWSMITH's Red Sea,

Price, Half-bound, 18t 18*.

Any of tlieforegoing Charts may be had separate, or a selection made and
bound up as a Pilot.

ARROWSMTH's Complete South Sea Pilot, Half bound, 91. 5*.

Brazil Pilot ; 13 Charts, 4to. I/. 1*.

CHARTS.
i $. d.

HORSBURGH's, Capt. Directions for Sailing to and from the East-

Indies, 4to. '- - - - -400
Charts of Bombay Harbour and China Seas - 2 12 6

Hindostan, and Islands -076
Channel between Luzon and Formosa - - 3 6

HEYWOOD's, Capt. (R- N-) Charts of the Cape of Good Hope and

Mozambique Passages
- - - 10 6

ARROWSMITH 's Chart of the Channel, on a very large Scale 220
Cape of Good Hope 110
North Atlantic - - -

~
- - -150

South Ditto 150
Indian Ocean - - - - - -150
Mouths of the Ganges - - - - - 10 6

Large Padfic Ocean - - - - -2126
East-India Islands - -'- - -150
Dover Straits - -- - - -050
Dungeness - - - -- - - 3 6

Coast of Brazils, 5 sheets - - - - 1 10

West-Indies, 4 sheets - - - - 1 5

Malmo and Copenhagen Channels - - 6

Passages East of New Guinea - - -076
Greenland Sess, 4 Sheets - - - - 1 5

Orkney and Shetland Isles - - - - 7 6

Coast of China O 7 6

Philippine Islands - - - - -076
Booro and Gillolo - - '- --076
Persian Gulph - - - - - -076
Red Sea -------110
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